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Abstract
Subduction is the mechanism by which water masses formed in the mixed layer and
near the surface of the ocean find their way into the upper thermocline. The subduction
process and its underlying mechanisms were smdied through a combination of Eulerian and
Langrgian measurements of velocity, measurements of tracer distrbutions and
hydrographic propertes and modeling.
An aray of five surface moorings carg meteorological and oceanographic
instrmentation were deployed for a period of two years beginning in June 1991 as par of
an Offce of Naval Research (ONR) funded Subduction experiment. Thee eight month
deployments were planned. The moorings were deployed at 180N 34oW, 180N 22oW,
25.50N 290W, 330N 220W and 330N 34oW.
A V ector Averaging Wind Recorder (V A WR) and an Improved Meteorological
Recorder (IMET) collected wind speed and wind direction, sea surace temperamre, air
temperature, short wave radiation, barometrc pressure and relative humidity. The IMET
also measured precipitation. The moorings were heavily instrmented below the surface
with Vector Measuring Curent Meters (VMCM) and single point temperatue recorders.
Expendable bathythermogrph (XBT) data were collected and meteorological
obseivations were made while transittng between mooring locations. In addition a series
, of 59 CTD stations were made and water samples taken to be analyzed for tr,tium levels,
salinity and dissolved oxygen content.
This report descrbes the work that took place during RRS Charles Darn crise
number 73 which was the third scheduled Subduction mooring cruise. During this crise
the second setting of the moorings were recovered and redeployed for a third eight month
period. Ths report includes a description of the instrmentation ,that was deployed and
recovered, has information about the underway measurements (XBT and meteorological
obseivations) that were made including plots of the data, includes a descrption of the work
conducted in conjunction with the tracer/hydrography program and presents a chronòlogy
of the cruise events.
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Section 1: Introduction
The RRS Charles Darin depared Funchal, Madeira at 0910 UTC on Wednesday,
30 September, 1992 for a joint Physical Oceanography and Chemistr cruise. This was the
third of four scheduled mooring cruises planned for this experiment (figure 1). The
purose of this cruise was to recover and redeploy five surface moorings deployed in
February 1992 as part of the ONR funded ASTEX and Subduction experiments. In
conjunction with the mooring work a series of 59 CTD stations were made and water
samples taken to be analyzed for trtium levels, salinity and dissolved oxygen content.
Hourly XBTs and meteorological observations were also made.
The cruise involved personnel and equipment from both the Woods Hole
Oceanogrphic Institution (WHOI) and Scrpps Institution of Oceanography (SIO).
Appendix 1 lists the cruise paricipants. Figure 2 shows the cruise track and the mooring
locations. The moorigs recovered durg this crise were the second setting of the aray
and were known as Subduction 2. Table 1 lists the Subduction 2 mooring positions and
the dates they were deployed and recovered. Table 2 lists the deployment positions and
dates for the moorigs deployed durg ths crise which is the third setting, known as
Subduction 3. For completeness the Subduction 1 mooring positions and deployment
dates are included in Table 3. Figure 1 shows the mooring cruse schedule for the entire
Subduction experiment. (See Trask and Brink, 1993 and Trask et al., 1993 for
information about the first and second Subduction mooring cruises, respectively.)
This report has in addition to this introduction thee sections. The second section
describes the mooring progr including the instrmentation that was deployed and
recovered, as well as the undeiway measurements that were made includig XBT profies
, and meteorological observations. The third section describes the tracer/ hydrography
program and the four section is a chronology of the entie cruse. '
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Figure 1. Mooring Cruise Schedule
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Table 1
Subduction 2 Mooring Deployment Dates and Positions
Buoy Moorig Deployment Recover Position
Number Date and Time (UTC) (OPS)
SW* 924 5 Feb 92 17°59.93'N
(g1318 34°00.65'W
SE 925 9 Feb 92 6 Oct 92 17°59.72'W
(g 0244 (g 1759 22°00.29'W
C 926 12 Feb 92 14 Oct 92 25°31.95'N
(g 1915 (g 1203 28°57.23'W
NE 927 20 Feb 92 1 Oct 92 33°01.98'N
(g 1547 (g 1857 22°00.27'W
NW 928 23 Feb92 23 Oct 92 32°54.42'N
(g 2328 (g 0912 33°53.35'W
*SW Pared 4 June 92, Toroid with upper instrment cage recovered 17 July 92
Unsuccessful drgging attempt durg DARWI crise 73.
Table 2
Subduction 3 Mooring Deployment Dates' and Positions
Buoy Moorig Deployment Date. Position (OPS)
Number and Time (UC)
SW 954 11 October1992 (g 1846 18° 05.57'N
33° 53.97'W
SE 953 7 October 1992 (g 1157 17° 57.7lW
22° 02.77'W
C 955 15 October 1992 (g 1023 25° 31.93'N
28° 56.52'W
NE 952 2 October 1992 (g 1449 33° 01.80'N
21 ° 59.39'W
NW 956 24 October 1992 (g 0017 32° 54.38'N
33° 53.58'W
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Table 3
Subduction 1 Mooring Deployments and Positions
Buoy Mooring # Deployment Time Recovery Time Posiuon(GPS)
(UTC) (UTC)
NE 914 18 Jun1991 1642 14 Feb 1992 2315 33° OO.OiN
i
21 ° 59.75 W
C 915 23 Jun 1991 0026 11 Feb 1992 1120 25° 31.90'N
28° 57.17'W
SW 916 25 Jun 1991 1312 2 Feb 1992 0727 18° 00.031N
4 Feb 1992 1844 * 33° 59.961W
SE 917 29 Jun 1991 0137 30 Oct 1991 0000 18° OO.l3IN
8 Feb 1992 0843** 22° OO.OO'W
NW 918 3 Jul1991 1323 15 Sept 1991 2035 32° 54.6lN
23 Feb 1992 1022*** 33° 53.50'W
SW Mooring broke free on 3 November 1991. Top 110m recovered 2 February 1992
remainder of mooring recovered 4 February 1992.
SE Mooring broke free on 10 October 1991. Top 50m recovered on 30 October 1991
remainder of mooring recovered 8 February 1992
NW Mooring broke free on 3 August 1991. Top 400in recovered 15 September 1991
remainder of mooring recovered 23 February 1992
...
Section 2: The Mooring Program
A. Mooring and Buoys
The goal of the moorig program conducted durig Darn crse number 73 was
to recover five moorigs that were deployed durig RN Oceanus crise number 250 in
Februar 1992 and deploy replacement moorings. The five surace moorigs deployed in
Februar included two WHOI moorigs designated Central and Norteast and 3 SiO'
moorings designated Southeast, Southwest and Northwest. The Central, Norteast,
Southeast and Northwest moorings were deployed with WHOI 10' diameter discus buoys
and the Southwest moorig had a SIO 7'6" diameter toroid buoy. Additional buoyancy
was provided to the toroid by means of a large boat fender that was inserted in the center
hole of the toroid and inflated. Figue 3 schematically shows al five moorings and the
distrbution of the Subduction 2 and 3 subsurace instrmentation.
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Figure 3. Subduction 2 and 3 Mooring Instrument Placements
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Meteorological instrmentation was mounted on both toroid and discus buoys. A
two par aluminum tower was attached to both buoy types. The top half, which has the
meteorological sensors, maine lantern and satellte antennae was the same for both buoy
tyes so as to minimize the differences between buoys and to facilitate assembly. The
lower half was specifc to the buoy type and acted as an interface between the buoy hull and
tower top. The tower tops were separte assemblies so that they could easily be replaced
with new units containing freshly calibrated sensors when the moorings were recovered
and redeployed.
On 4 June, 1992 the Southwest mooring pared and the toroid buoy went adrft.
The buoy was tracked via satellte and eventually recovered by NOAA vessel Malcolm
Baldrdge on 12 July 1992. The only component suspended below the buoy at the time of
recovery was a damaged load cage from the uppermost curent meter. The cage had
apparently failed causing the toroid buoy to go adrft. The cause of the cage faiure is
unkown. Since cage failures are uncommon one can speculate that the mooring may have
been tampered with or inadvertantly became entagled with fishing gear and pulled beyond
its load capabilty.
Attempts to recover the portion of the failed Southwest mooring still on station were
unsuccessful durng Darin cruise 73. The acoustic release on the mooring would not
release when commanded. The release could be interogated without difficulty; however,
when a release command was sent it would not release the moorig nor retu confiration
of release. A drggig attempt was made but without success. The location of the mooring
was sureyed carefully in the event that a futue attempt at drgging is possible. Details of
the dragging attempt durng Darn cruise 73 can be found in the crise chronology section
of this report.
B. Instrumentation
A tota of 102 recording instrments were deployed on the five Subduction 3
moorings. There were 9 meteorological packages, 34 current meters, 58 temperature data
loggers, and one Acoustic Doppler Curent Profier. The specifc instrentation deployed
durg the thd settg of the Subduction aray is shown in table 4. For reference purposes
the instrmentation on the first and second settings are shown in tables 5 and 6
respectively.
Meteorological Instrumentation
Each discus buoy was outftted with'two separate meteorological instrments. One
system was a Vector Averagig Wind Recorder (V A WR) which recorded measurements of
wid spee and diection, ai temperature, relative humidity, barometrc pressure, sea
suiace temperatue, short wave radiation, and long wave radiation. Additional information
about the VA WR can be found in Trask et aI. (I989). The other meteorological package
was an IMT system which made measurements of the same vaiables as the VA WR plus
precipitation. The IMT systems on the second Subduction deployment did not measure
longwave raation but it was included on the third deployment. Both the VA WR and
IMT systems individualy recorded all data internally as well as telemeter their data via
Argos. The V A WR stored its data on cassette tape every 15 minutes, and the IMT
system recorded on optical disk every miute.
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Table 4.
Subduction 3 Instrumentation
Depth NE C SW SE NW
.VAWR V-721WR V-121WR V -720WR V-704WR V -722WRIMT
1 W-3283 W-3279 W-3297 W-3305 W-3262
10 VM-038 VM-032 SVM-02 SVM-06 S-3306
30 VM-021 VM-018 SVM-22 VM-022 W-3341
50 VM-0l2 VM-024 SVM-07 SVM-20 W-A492
60 W-4488 W-3303 S-2432 W -4481 W-2541
70 VM-033 VM-030 SVM-23 S-2418 W-2537
80 W -3259 W -4489 W-2539 S-2436 W-3665
90 VM-037 VM-028 SVM-13 S-2428 W-2533
100 W-4485 W-3265 W-4487 S-2422 W-3274
110 VM-041 VM-039 SVM-4 S-2420 ADCP-185
W-3309
130 W-4482 W-3280 ' S-2421 S-2424 S-371O
150 VM-0l5 VM-00 SVM-24 S-2437 VM-014
200 VM-016 VM-034 SVM-19 S-2433 SVM-03
300 W -4493 VM-035 S-2435 S-2425 S-3270
310 VM-027
400 S-3302 W-4491 S-3295 S-3312 S-3314
580 S-3311 W-3662 W-2542 W -4490 S-3307
750 S-3378 VM-036 S-3292 S-3275 S-3708
1500 S-3281 VM-O 11 W -4483 W-3271 S-3304
3500 VM-045
W -# = WHOI Bracker Temperature Recorder
S-#= SIO Bracker Temperature Recorder
VM-# = WHOI Vector Measurg Curent Meter
SVM-#= SIO Vector Measurng Curent Meter
12
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Table 6
Subduction 2 Instrumentation
Depth NE C SW SE NW
VAWR V-380WR V-712WR V-713WR V-707WR V-717WRIMT
1 W-3507 W-3506 W-3665 W-3704 W-3508
10 VM-034 VM-002 SVM-Ol SVM-03 S-3709
30 VM-027 VM-023 SVM-16 VM-OlO W-3274
50 VM-036 VM-020 SVM-08 SVM-17 W-3288
60 W-2539 W -2541 S-3285 W-3279 W-3296
70 VM-0l4 VM-013 SVM-15 S-3707 W-3309
80 W-2542 W-2534 W-3263 S-3261 W-3269
..
90 VM-045 VM-0l9 SVM-14 S-3706 W-2536
100 W-3280 W-2537 W-3291 S-3714 W-2540
110 VM-035 VM-008 SVM-12 S-371O ADCP-195
W-2535
130 W-3265 W-2538 S-331O S-3294 ' S-3313
150 VM-0Q VM-026 SVM-ll S-3715 SVM-09
200 VM-011 VM-025 SVM-18 S-3708 SVM-21
300 S-3260 VM-ÒI7 S-3713 S-3712 S-3276
310 VM-031
400 S-3711 W-2533 S-2430 S-2423 S-3277
580 S-3298 W-3262 W-3299 W-3303 S-3316
750 S-2426 VM-029 S-2429 S-2434 S-3282
1500 S-2427 VM-OOI W-3258 W-3341 S-3284
3500 VM-003
W -# = WHOI Brancker Temperature Recorder
S-#= SIO Brancker Temperature Recorder
VM-# = WHOI Vector Measung Curent Meter
SVM-#= SIO Vector Measurng Curent Meter
14
For both the discus and toroid buoys the V A WR sensors (except sea temperature)
and electronics with battery pack were attached to the tower top. The sea surface
temperature sensors for both the VA WR and IMET systems were attached to the buoy
bridle approximately i meter below the surace. All the other meteorological sensors were
placed at the same heights on the tower tops as in Subduction i and 2 (Trask and Brink,
i 993). Durng the second and third Subduction settings the Southwest toroid did not have
an !MET system. The IMET sensors on all the discus buoys were configured the same and
mounted on the tower top. The !MET electronics and rechargeable batteries were housed in
the discus buoy water tight instrment well. Detas regarding the !MET performance
durng the second setting can be found in Appendix 2.
Current Meters
A total of 34 Vector Measuring Curent Meters (VMCM) provided by both WHOI
and SIO were deployed on the five Subduction 3 surface moorings. The 23 WHOI
VMCMs were a modified version of the EG&G Sea Link instrent whereas the i i SIO
VMCMs were built by Scrpps personneL. The sampling interval for the WHOI VMCMs
was 7.5 minutes, and for the SIO VMCMs it was 15 minutes
The WHOI VMCMs incorporated several changes to the standard EG&G SeaLink
product. These included different propeller beargs, a different plastic for the propeller
blades, an external temperature pod for faster temperatue response, and a redesign of the
instrent cage. The cage redesign and external temperature pod is descrbed in Trask et
aL. (1989) as is some historical information on propeller bearngs and blade materials.
For the Subduction experient the WHOI VMCMs in the upper 100 meters were
outftted with cages that had 3/4" diameter cage rods. The deeper instrments had cages
with 1/2" cage rods. All cages had a single cross brace to support the sting between the
two sets of propellers.
An alternative propeller bearng chosen for use in the Subduction experiment was
an all silcon nitrde bal bearng (SiNi balls and races with a Duroid ball retaner) available
from Miniatue Precision Bearng (MPB), of Keene, New Hampshire as par number
10001-809. This was selected over the tyical stainless steel bearg based on previous test
results, actual deployments and the fact that the eight month Subduction deployment would
be 30% longer than most previous deployments.
The VMCM propellers used in the Subduction experiment were made of an
unpigmented Delr 100 ST which is impact modified.
The Subduction 2 VMCMs that were recovere durig Darin crise number 73
were in excellent condition with respect to propeller beargs and blades. None of the
propellers had broken blades and the silcon nitrde beargs were lie new. Two
instrments (VM009 and VMO 11) that were recovered durng this cruise had been in the
water during both Subduction 1 and Subduction 2 with their original stings (propeller
sensor assemblies). These instrments had a tota deployment time of 16 months and were
found to still be in excellent condition. VM009 and VMO 11 were both redeployed on the
Centr mooring at 150 and 1500 meters depth respectively for an additional eight months.
Appendix 3 has a complete listig of al the VMCMs used durng the three
Subduction settigs. The listing shows the mooring and depth where each instrment was
deployed for each of the three settings.
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Temperature Loggers
A total of 58 temperature data loggers manufactured by Richard Brancker Research
Ltd. were provided by both WHO I and SIO for the five Subduction moorings. The
locations of the loggers are shown in figure 3 and table 4. The loggers provided by WHOI
were attached to the moorig line using a hinge tye clamp that was tightened around the
wire. The SIO clamping arangement consisted of two 2-piece monel blocks which have
been machined to accept the mooring wie. The two pieces were clamped around the wie
with .25" hardware.
Several diferent temperature recorder models were deployed. The SIO 2000 series
instrments sampled at 30 ITnute intervals. The WHOI 2000 series instrents which
were modified for extra memory sampled at 15 ITnutes, and both the SIO and WHOI
3000 series instrments sampled at 15 minutes. The SIO 2000 series instrments had SIO
fabricated pressure cases and endcaps. The WHOI 4000 series instrments were rebuilt
XX-105 units that flooded during Subduction 1 and had new EPROMS. The sampling
interval for the 4000 series instruments was the same as the 3000 series units.
A tota of 15 temperature loggers recovered from the fit Subduction setting during
Oc-250 leaked a smal quantity of water, and their data could not be read. In response to
this problem while at sea the instrments that were deployed for the second settig had a
vacuum drawn durg assembly to better seat the O-rings. This procedure was adopted
from SIO whose nearly identical temperatue loggers did not display the problem as
severely. In addition, the endcaps were tightened considerably more than previously
deployed using a large adjustable wrench. The procedures adopted durg Oc-250 proved
wortwhile since none of the 25 WHOI instrments recovered durng Darin crise 73
showed any signs of leakg.
In prepartion for me third ,setting of instrments several changes were made to the
Bracker temperature loggers. In addition to tightering the endcaps and drwing a
vacuum, a new flexible nut assembly was incorporated into al the temperatue loggers
prepared in Woods Hole. The intent of the flexible nut was to correct for an out-of-square
condition between the removable endcap and its theaded rod used to secure the endcap to
the pressure case. The prepartion of instrments also included spray coating al electronic
boards with DOW Coming 1-2577 conform coating to offer some resistace to moisture
should the instrments leak a smal quantity of water. The following Brancker serial
numbers were modified to have the flexible nut assembly, and coated electronics boards:
3662,4491,4489, 3283, 4488, 3259,4485,4487, 3297, 3305,4481,4482,4493,4490,
4483, 3271, 4492, 3665.
Appendix 4 has a complete listig of al Brancker temperature recorders used durng
the thee Subduction settgs. The listing shows the moorig and depth where each
instrment was deployed for each of the three settgs. '
ALACE Float
One SIO Autonomous LAgrangian Circulation ,Explorers was deployed durig
Darin cruise 73. It was deployed at position 25°19.36'N, 29°05.79'W on 14 October
1992 at 0508 UTC. A description of that instrment can be found in Appendix 5 of thisreport. '
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c. Underway Measurements
Expendable Bathythermographs (XBT)
Two hundred XBTs were deployed durng Darin cruise 73. The T-7 probes were
purchased from Sparan of Canada. XBT data was logged on a NEC APC iv with a
Spar data aquisition microprocessor card. The digital data was simultaneously logged in
memory and plotted on the screen. Problems with a drfting calibration were encountered
early on resulting in XBT surface temperatures which difered from those taken by the
bucket thermometer. After numerous attempts to find the cause of this problem the cable
on the ship's hand held launcher was replaced with a new shielded cable. With this change
the calibration became stable and the surface temperatures agree with the surace bucket
temperatures. Once the cable was replaced there were very few probes that failed to
produce reasonable data. Unfortunately the first 48 probes were used prior to correctig the
calbration problem. The last XBT drop occured at 1100 UTC on 19 October 1992 at
position 29° 06.36'N, 33° 56.17'W.
Hourly XBTs were taken on the hour while the ship was underway. If a scheduled
XBT occured within a half hour of a CI station then the XBT was not taken. XBTs were
also suspended when the ship was within 10 miles of a surace mooring. XBT positions
and overplots of the XBT data can be found in Appendix 6.
Meteorological Measurements
The priar source of high quality meteorological data on Darn 73 was a
Multimetsystem instaled by Peter Taylor's group from Rennell Centre, Southampton.
The Multiet sensors were installed on a foremast about 4 meters àft of the peak of the
bow with most of the sensors located at a height of about 15 meters above the water line.
Sensors on the foremast included an R.M.Young AQ anemometer, an Eppley pyrgeometer,
two aspirated wet/dr bulb aspirted temperatue units, and two Kipp and Zonen short
wave pyrometers. All three radiation measurng sensors were mounted on gimbals. The
pyrgeometer was near the top of the mast where it was unaffected by neighboring objects.
The two pyranometers were located about 2 meters to port and staboard from the mast.
The larger value was selected in the processing with the assumption that the larger had not
been affected by the mast's shadow. The barometrc pressure sensor was in the top lab
with the processing and recording electronics package. The output of the ship's gyo was
also recorded.
All pareters were averaged over the first 50 seconds of each minute. The tie
assigned to these values was that of the beginning of the miute. These one minute values
of undecoded data were recorded on EPROM within the electronics package and on the
ship's Sun-based data logging system.
All appropriate sensors were calibrated before and after the cruse. The calibrations
were applied to the raw data in off line processing using a set of progrs developed by the
Taylor group. The processing used the navigation data recorded by the ship's logging
system to correct the measured wid speed and diection for ship movement The logged
outputs of the ship's thermosalnograph were added to thefinal data files.
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Manual meteorological observations were taen hourly on the half hour. The
manual observations consisted of recording the time, position, ship's speed, ship's
heading, wind speed and wind diection from the bridge readout, barometrc pressure using
an AIR hand held barometer, air temperature and relative humidity using a hand held
Vaisala sensor, sea surace temperature and salinity as measured by the thermosalinograph
(pumped from 5 meters depth), cloud type and cloud coverage in octas and bucket
temperature. In addition the corresponding Multimet data was also recorded by hand.
Hourly on the hour in conjunction with XBTs the time, position, sea surace
temperature and salinity from the thermosalinograph and bucket temperature were recorded.
Section 3: The Tracer/Hydrography Program
A. Introduction and Purpose
The purose of ths par of the cruise was to obtan a large scale mapping of the
distrbution of trtium-helium age, oxygen, salinity and temperatue over the area of study.
The trtium-helium age, deduced from the distrbutions of both trtium (the heaviest isotope
of hydrogen) and its stable daughter product helium-3, can be regarded as a measure of
elapsed time since water was at the ocean surface, and hence is a dict measure of the
subduction rates of different water masses. By subduction, we mean the process by which
water resident at the ocean surace enters the subsurface circulation of the great, subtropical
ocean gyes. Subduction apparently takes place in several ways. The first is caled Ekman
Pumping, whereby water is forced downward by wind drven convergence of surace
waters. The second is a form of "thermodynamc undertsting", where southward
flowig water at the base of the previous winter's mixing layer is bured under waner,
less deeply convectig surace layers. The thd, associated with seconda vertcal
processes and miing at curent fronts (in parcular, the Azores Front), we refer to as
"fronta subduction". The first is computable from the large scale wind fields, coupled
with more-or-less well understood upper ocean physics. The limitation of ths calculation is
the qualty and avaiabilty of good wind observations over the ocean (hence the nee for
the meteorological moorigs in the Subduction Experient). The second has only recently
been recognized as an importt process, and has been estiated by a combination of upper
ocean circulation fields and the topography of the winter mixed layer depths. The third is
by far the most dificult to assess and predct, and is probably only addressable from trcer
and trtium-helium age measurements. We suspect that al thee processes play an important
role in subduction. Indeed, this is supported by observations of tracer distrbutions and the
trtium-helium age fields. The goal of the TracerlHydrogrphy component of the
Subduction Experient is evaluate the relative contrbutions of these mechansms, and to
charcterize the subsurace circulation and mixing.
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B. Sampling Scheme
The stations sampled are shown in figure 4. A total of 59 stations were taken.
Logistically, we were constrained to sample largely on the cruise tracks between the
mooring sites, but a central "Z" shaped excursion was included to obtain mapping across
importt trtium-helium age gradients and flow lines. Because. the overall goals and
subject study of the mooring programme are the same as the tracer/hydrogrphy
programme, the cruise trck is close to optimal for our puroses. The track may be
divided into four major sections:
a meridional section along 22 W (stations 4-17) cutting through the large scale
flow stagnation point and penetrating into the confluence between southward
flowing subtropical and northward flowing tropical waters
diagonal section (stations 23-34) extending "upstream" into the tongue of
subducting waters
two sections (stations 34-42, and stations 45-59) transecting the southward
veering subtropical gye circulation
The last of these sections is perhaps the most crtical, in that it provides the only means or
diectly assessing the frontal subduction component. The means by which this can be done
, is by determing the diectional rotation of trtium-helium age isochrons relative to the
mean streamines. '
c. Sampling Procedures and Techniques
Water samples were obtained from a 12 place, lO.litre Niski Bottle rosette sampler
with a Neil Brown Cl. Typical stations were to 500 metrs depth, with occasional
sampling to 1000 or 2000 metres. Sampling was primarly done over the potential density
anomaly range of 26.0 to 26.9 kg/m3, with "supportng sampling" done above and below
these levels. Salinty, oxygen, helium and trtium samples were drwn from the Niskins
on deck. Salinity samples' were measured using a Guildline AutoSalnometer bridge
calbrated with IAPSO stadad water ampoules. Oxygen measurements were by high
precision Moded Winet Titrtions using an automated dosImat with electrode end point
determation. The helium and trtium samples were drawn into 90 cc staless steel
sample cylinders with O-ring sealed plug valves on either end. The helium was extracted
into 25 cc glass ampoules (Coming tye 1724, low He-permeabilty alumInosilcate glass)
using a hot-extraction technique in an all meta UH vacuum system. Tritium samples
were degassed in 200 cc glass flasks (agai Cornng tye 1724 glass) on a separate UHV
system. Both UHV systems were cro- and difusion pumped, instrmented with
convectron and ion vacuum gauges, and operated with computer contrlled
solenoid/pneumatic valves. The subsequently obtaed samples are being retued to
WHOI for shore-based mass spectrometrc analysis of helium and trtium. The trtium will
be deterned by helium-3 regrowth techniques, after an incubation period of one year.
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Figure 4. Tracer/Hydrography Station Plan
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D. Preliminary Hydrographic Results
Since they require shore-basd analytical procedure, the trtium-helium data ar
currntly unavaiable. We do, however, have some preliminar hydrographic
(temperature, salinty and dissolved oxygen) data. Figure 5, for example, isa contour plot
of temperature vs depth along the centr (diagonal) setion, with nort on the right. The
isotherms, parcularly waner than 18 degrees, show the dominant southward deepening.
associated with subduction. Sudace waters showa banded strcture, with front-lie
southward increass in temperature at about the 1600 and 200 km positions. At the
extreme southward end, the deep isotherms turn upward, characterizig the westward
flowing limb of the subtropical gyre circulation.
The zonal banding is even more evident in the salinity distrbution shown in figure
6, which is a surace plot of salinity vs depth and distace along the same section. Aside
from the 100-200 km oscilation, the shalow salinty is domes upward in the middle of the
setion due to the high salnity cell crete by the high E- V trade winds. A subtle
subsurace bulge in the salinity sunace (most evident at about 100150 metrs in the
southern end of the section) is an imprit of the subductig waters, known furter west as
the Subtropical Underwater. Deper down, the influence of Antactic Intermediate water
can be sen in the southern end of the setion at 500 metrs (note how the sunace dips
downward).
The southern water inuence is alo sen in the oxygen surace (figur 7) for ths
setion, where the deep oxygen concentrtions dip to about 2 mIn. Ths is an aract of the
large tongues of low oxygen water protrding from the coast of Mrica. A strg feature
of the oxygen distrbution shown here is the subsurace photosynthetic oxygen maxmum
at about 60-100 metrs. Ths featue attnuate southward and eastward, reflectig
geographic varations in new priar production, which result from changing patterns of
nutrent reycling.
Section 4: Cruise Chronology
The RRS Charles Darin left Funchal Madeir on 30 September 1992 at 0910
UTC. Whe enroute to the Norteastmoorig, one deep (300 meter) and 2 shallow (500
meter) CT stations were taen.
Northeast Mooring
The Darin anved at the Norteast buoy at 1420 UTC on Thursday 1 October
1992 at position 33°01.81'N, 21 ° 59.52W'. Figure 8 is a schematic of the Norteast
Subduction 2 moorig (WOI moorig number 927) as deployed in Febru 1992. As
the ship passed by the buoy it appeard in good condition and photographs were taen.
The ship then moved to a position .25 miles downwind of the sunace buoy and remained
there for four'hours whie meterological observations were reorded every five minutes.
With the meteorological observations completed the ship moved into position for reovery.
The discus buoy was alongside and hooked into at 1912 UTe. At th point the buoy had
to be led af around to the stem gantr. The ship took too long to pass by the buoy and as a
reult the buoy got caught under a shelf on the staboard quarr outboard of the raL.
Repeated contact with the ship as it slowly passed aft causd excessive damage to the buoy
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Figure S. Temperature along the Central Section
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Figure 6. Salinity along the Central Section
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Figure 8. Subduction 2 Northeast Mooring Schematic
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tower top. A crah bar with solar panel was tom from the tower top and fell into the ocean.
The solar radiation sensor bracket also took multiple hits and was bent. The IMET
longwave radiation sensor was torn from its bracket and left dangling by connecting wires
but was recovered. The IMET wind monitor bracket was bent and the junctions between
the two modules that make up the wind monitor were slightly separated. The tower top
sustaed considerable strctural damage with channel pieces being bent and welds broken.
Once the buoy got aft of the ship the recovery of the buoy through the stern gantr went
quite well. With the buoy on deck and the mooring stopped off the buoy was moved to the
staboard rai. The recovery of the moonng commenced using the WHOI Lebus double
barl capsta winch. Ths was the first at sea use of the winch. The entire mooring was
on board by 0112 UTC 3 October 92.
Mooring number 927 had five WHOI Brancker temperature recorders. All five
instrments collected data for the full deployment There were also five SIO Brancker
temperatue recorders on the Norteast moonng. Two SIO temperature recorders
(numbers 2427 at 1500m and 2426 at 750m) did not record any dal1 ~cause the
temperature was out of the measurment rage of those instrments. The SIO temperature
logger at 40 meters (number 3711) appeard to have leaked early in the deployment and
still had a few drops of water when opened after reovery. Its data were, however,
readable. An interesting difference between the one instrent that leaked and the other
four SIO temperature loggers is that the intrent that leaed had aluminum purge plugs
and the others had plastic purge plugs.
Eight WHOI VMCMs were alo reovered from tl moonng. The instrents
appeard in good mechanical condition as they came on board. Propeller bearngs spun
frely and al propeller blades were intact See Appendi 7 for speifc deta noted as the
intrments were reovered. There was minimal growt on the instrments and very few
goose baracles. The buoy hull was alo clean upon recovery. Some sections of the hull
no longer had any antioulg paint presumably because it had worn off during the eight
month deployment. Even in these bar spots there was no growt. The IMT and VA WR
sea surace temperatu cable showed evidence of fish bite and photographs of this were
taen.
The VA WR on the Norteat buoy had a ful data reord collectig data from al
sensors. The IMET system worked for approxiately four months.
, With the moonng on board glass bals were trferrd to the bal contaer and the
moonng reels for the next moonng were broken out and staged for deployment An
acoustic relea test lowerig to 1000 meters was alo conducted. Following the release
test a shaow (500 meter) er station was made. Upon completion of the em station the
ship was positioned one mile downwind of the moorig taget position and intrcted to
steam a steady cour upwind at one knot Th was to determne the ships set and drt
that we might expect durg deployment The exercis indicated that there was a curent
ditly opposing the wid because the ship trveled about 1.4 miles in the one hour time
frame. It was unclear as to whether tl was due to a curent or varabliity in the ships
spee. (It has since been leared that the ship's speed though the water indicator was
unrliable at slow speeds).
To be safe we positioned the ship seven miles downwind and prepard to deploy
the moorig. Figure 9 shows the Norteast mooring deployed during Darin cruis 73.
The upper intrmentation and buoy were deployed without incident stag at 0758 UTC
2 October 1992. The anchor was dropped at 1449 UT on 2 October 1992.
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Figure 9. Subduction 3 Northeast Mooring Schematic
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An acoustic releas survey was conducted following the deployment. The results
of that survey are shown in figure 10. The anchor position for the third setting of
the Northeast mooring (WHOI mooring number 952) was 330 01.80'N,
210 59.39'W. The mooring anchor fell back 365 meters or 6.9% of the water depth.
The corrted water depth at the Norteast site was 5280 meters. The uncorrected reading
from the ship's Simrad depth recorder was 5222 meters and the correction for the site taen
from the "Echo Sounding Correction Tables" was +58 meters. The uncorrected reading
alady took into consideration the depth of the trsducer which was towed alongside the
ship.
Following the relea surey meteorological observations were made every five
minutes for four hours whie the ship was within a quarr mile of the surace buoy. At the
conclusion of the intense meteorological observation period the ship got underway for the
Southeast Subduction mooring. Whle enroute to that site 10 shalow CTD stations down
to 500 meters and two intermediate depth stations (one to 1000 meters and one to 200
meters) were made. The ship's track south had a slight dog leg to the eat in order to
conduct a em station (Cm station number 7) in close proximity to a predicted location of
an ALACE float that had ben deployed in Februar 1992. Hourly XBTs were resumed at
1000 UTC on 6 October 1992. Problems with a driftig calbration were eliminated after
replacing the cable on the hand held XBT launcher. XBT number 48 was the first XBT
taen with the new cable. XBTs taen prior to number 48 are suspect
Southeast Mooring
The Darin amved at the Southeast buoy at 1400 UTC on Tuesday 6 October
1992. Figure 11 is a schematic of the Southeast mooriñg as deployed in Februar 1992.
Mter a brief inspection of the sudace buoy the ship was positioned .25 miles downwind of
the buoy sotlat meterological 'observations could be made every five minutes for four
hours. Followig the meteorological observations tle moorig's acoustic release was fired
at 1759 UTC. The ship cautiously approached tle buoy trg not to get too close so as to
prevent tle daage tlat had occurd durig the Norteast recovery. Thre passes were
made before tle buoy was close enough to get a hook into tle ling bale. The reovery
scenaro had been altered slightly so tlat tle buoy could be kept away from tle staboard
quarr where al tle daage occurrd. To do ths the ship's staboard HIAB crae was
use to guide tle buoy out away from the ship after it had been connected to tle priar
litig lie. Recovery of tle buoy was accomplished without any damage to the buoy or
meterological instrmentation. The subsudaceinstrmentation was reovered without
any problems and tle glass bal and releas were on board by 2334 UTC.
The surace buoy tht was recovered from tle Soutleast mooring had a
considerable quantity of gooseneck baracles on tle underside of the hul. A small setion
of fish net was found wrapped around one of tle bridle legs. The deck of the buoy was
covered by a dak brown growt tlat looked lie a kid of algae. The tower top with
meteorological intrentation was covered by a light brown very fine clay li material.
Sensors were covered witl the same material. Solar radiation sensors and solar panels had
a very fine coatig tlat presumably would impai the passage of radiation. Wind
intrments had tleir leading face covered as did tle radiation shields. The whole tower
top took on a light brown color ratler than the usual white.
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Figure 10. Subduction 3 Northeast Acoustic Release Survey
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Figure 11. Subduction 2 Southeast Mooring Schematic
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One WHOI VMCM was recovered from the Southeat moonng. Upon recovery
the instrent was in good mecharcal condition. The propeller beangs did not have any
excess end play and none of the propeller blades were broken. The data recorded by ths
instrent was processed and al varables looked reasonable except temperature.
Temperature faied soon after the anchor was launched on 9 Februar, 1992. Inspetion
of the intrent revealed a broken wir as the caus of the temperatu faiure.
Two Scripps VMCMs were also recovered from the Southeast mooring. The propeller
beags on these instrments exhibited slightly more radial and axal endplay than when
deployed. One of the two SIO VMCMs worked for five months. The other instrment
reorded data for the full deployment
The V A WR on the Southeast moonng collected data for the entire deployment. The
IMET system had fIled its optical disk by 15 September 1992 and therefore was missing
the last month of data.
Four WHOI-owned and eleven Scripps-owned Brancker temperature recorders
were revered from th moorig. Al four WHOI intrents reorded data for the entire
deployment Eight Scripps unts had full data reords. The Scripps unit at 300 meters
depth (Serial Number 3712) leaked a smal quantity of water and would not respond to any
control commands. Scripps temperature loggers at 40 and 750 meters depth (Numbers
2423 and 2434 repetively) faied to record any temperatu data becaus of limitations in
the temperature rage of those parcular intrents.
It should be noted that there was at leat one shackle recovered from the nylon
setion of the Southeast moorig that was missing a cotter pin due to an enlarged hole and
at leat one shackle reovered that was missing a nut al together. Severa shackles had
severely corroded nuts. The corrosion problems were evident only in the nylon which had
bronze thbles. Also worty of note is that the thmble of the nylon end of the wi-to-
,nylon shot was found to be reversed, ie., the shackle was found in the end opposite the
greater radius.
A deep CI station down to 200 meters was sta following the reovery of the
moorig. Simultaeously the glass bal reovered from the moorig were untagled and
laid out for redeployment. Al of the glas bals reovered from the seond settg of the
Southeat moorig were redeployed. Once the Cl was completed an acoustic releas test
lowerig was made down to 100 meters. Thee releas were teted; two Scripps releass
and one WHOI relea. The one WHOI relea could not be interrogated at th 1000 meter
depth even though it could be heard at 200 meters. Both Scrpps releas functioned
properly~ With the releases back on board the ship was positioned a mile downwind of the
taget moorig position. The ship then steamed a steady cour at approxiately one knot
The reultig sPed and course indicated an easterly currnt. To compensate for its effects
the ship was positioned approxiately 8.5 miles downwind of the taget position. (Tis,
however, was too far. The error was presumably caused by the inaccuracy of the ship's
sped though the water indicator. It would have been necessar to tow the mooring for a
considerable length of tie in order to reach the taget Since the bottom was flat the
anchor was dropped when the mooring was completely paid out.)
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The upper insuumentation and buoy for the third setting of the Southeast mooring
were deployed without any problems beginning at 0631 UTC on 7 October 1992. Figure
12 is the moorig drawing of the Southeast mooring. The deployment proceeded very
smoothy and the anchor was dropped at 1157 UTC 7 October 1992. An acoustic releas
survey was conducted immediately following the moorig deployment The results of that
anchor survey are shown in figure 13,. The anchor position for the third setting
of the Southeast mooring (WHOI mooring number 953 ) was 17°57.7lN,
22° 02. 77'W. The anchor apparently fell back approximately 369 meters (11.2% of the
water depth) from its original drop position.
The ship was then positioned .25 miles downwind of the surace buoy and
meteorological observations were made every five miòutes for four hours. Following ths
intense period of observations the ship got underway for the Southwest mooring site.
Hourly XBTs were resumed once the ship was approximately 10 miles from the mooring
Whe enroute to the next moorig four shalow (500 meter) and one intermediate (1000
meter) depth em stations were taen.
Southwest Mooring
The ship arved at the Southwest site at 0814 UTC on 10 October 1992. This
moorig is shown schematicaly in figure 14. It had pard on or about 4 June 1992. The
surace buoy and top currnt meter cage at 10 meters depth was reovered by a NOAA ship
in early July. Since we did not know whether the anchor had dragged since deployment in
Februar 1992 an acoustic releas surey was conducted to asert the anchor position.
Basd on the survey results it did not appear to have moved. There were no problems
interrogatig the releas and al horionta ranges obtaed were consistent with the earlier
sureys. The ship was then positioned .3 miles downwind of the anchor position and a
releas command was sent The mooring release responded with a 16 one pulse per second
reponse instead of the usual 32 two pulse per seond response for releas confirmation,
Slant ranges to the releas remaied unchanged. Numerous releas commands were sent
In the event that the problem was a low battery no commands were sent for an hour
thg the battery might be able to reover. Afr an hour, more releas commands were
sent and the proper confirmation was not obtaed. Depite our effort the release wouldnot activate. '
Severa alternate reovery options were diussed. The trawl wire on board the
ship was 10,500 meters in length but the condition of it was suspect The RVS tehnicians
felt that the working loåd of the wi given that there were 6 broken strds was reduced to
3.5 tons. The concern was that if a dragging attempt was made and the moorig was
snagged there was a good chance that the ship's trawl wire would par. If the mooring was
hooked above the glas bal it would reuire approximately 14,00 pounds pull to par the
moorig wirnylon. The trwl wire would se the 14,00 pounds tension plus its own
weight which together would far exced its reduced working limit.
A seond option was to use the corig war which was in good condition however
there was only 500 meters on board. Since this would not have been able to reach the
bottom ths option was dismiséd early on.
Another option was to attmpt to cut the moonng below the bals and therefore let
the moorig come up on its own. The chances of being able to cut the'moorig that low
were very smalL. If at the same time we snagged the moorig lie we would be in the same
situation as in an earlier option and risk parg the trwl wire.
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Figure 12. Subduction 3 Southeast Mooring Schematic
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Figure 13. Subduction 3 Southeast Acoustic Release Survey
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Figure 14. Subduction 2 Southwest Mooring Schematic
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A third option was to wait til the final recovery cruise in June 93 and come out with
better equipment and make an attempt to recover the mooring at that time.
In all these options there was the risk of sawing through the mooring line. Since all
the buoyancy was located at the bottom of the mooring there was a gooo chance that
dragging would cut the instrumentation from the buoyancy. If cut, the only way to recover
the upper par would be by dragging over the mooring line and snagging the
instrmentation section.
The varous scenaros were discussed with ship's personnel, WHOI and SIO
mooring people as well as with Dr. Weller in Wooos Hole. A decision was made to
attempt to lay enough wire around the anchor position and tr to cut the moorig below the
balls. The deck was rigged and deployment of the sacrificial shot of WHOI trawl wire was
stared at 1527 UTC 10 October 1992. Problems with the ship's wie out indicator delayed
deployment of the ship's trawl wire until 1711 UTC. The configuration of the trwl wire is
shown in figure 15. A Benthos pinger was placed 520 meters up the ship's trawl wire as
an indicator of how much wire was actually laying on the bottom. It is believed that the
bottom depressor weight touched down on the bottom at approximately 1911 UTC. The
ship then steamed into the wind at 1 knot while the ship paid out trawl wire at 25 meters per
mi. The pinger was at 20 meters off the bottom at 2000 UTC at which time the payout of
trawl wie was stopped. Since the pinger stared to rise up off the bottom the payout
continued at a slow rate so as to keep the pinger approximately 20 meters off the bottom.
The ship steamed east past the anchor position about .25 miles to the north and went past
the anchor by 1.25 mies. The ship then tued and steamed a reciprocal course passing
.25 miles to the south of the anchor position. Durg the tu and while passing the anchor
position the trwl wie was paid out at 25 meters per minute trg not to pull the cable. At '
2317 UTC the ship stopped paying out wie and tured to the nort encircling the anchor.
A total of 9202 meters of wire were paid out , '
Rehaul was stared at 0005 UTC 11 October 1992. Whle hauling in the trawl wire
rages to the release and numerous release commands were sent. The release position did
not change durg rehaul and trawl wire tensions did not peak at any parcular time. The
hooks were recovered at 0457 UTC with no indication of contact with the moorig.
Upon completion of the dragging attempt deep Cl station number 23 was taken.
A bottom depth smvey was conducted to the nonheast inorder to find a new location for the
Suduction 3, Southwest moorig. A relatively flat area was selected two water depths to the
norteast of the original site in 5206 meters of water. The ship was then positioned five
mies downwind of the new site and an acoustic release test lowerg was done to test two
SIO releases. With the release work completed the ship was repositioned and the mooring
deployment staed at 1210 UTC 11 October 1992. Figure 16 is a drwing of the
Subduction 3 Southwest mooring. The upper instrmentation and buoy were deployed by
1300 UTC. The remainder of the moorig was deployed without incident. The anchor
was drpped at 1846 UTC 11 October 1992.
Immedately following the anchor drop the ship repositioned and watched the toroid
buoy skip across the water as the anchor went to the bottom. After the anchor settled out
an anchor suivey was conducted. The results of that survey are shown in figure 17. The
anchor position of the third setting of the Southwest Subduction mooring
(WHOI mooring number 954) was 18°05.57'N, 33°53.97'W. The water depth
at the moorig site was 5206 meters corrected. The sound speed used in range calculations
was 1514 m/sec. The anchor falback was calculated to be 400 meters or 7.7% of the water
depth.
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Figure 15. Trawl Wire Configuration for Dragging
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DRAGGING SETUP FOR SW MOORING
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Figure 16. Subduction 3 Southwest Mooring Schematic
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Figure 17. Subduction 3 Southwest Acoustic Release Survey
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Following the anchor survey at mooring 954 the ship returned to the original
Southwest site (mooring 924) and conducted an anchor survey to do a final check on the
anchor location, At the first surey point the acoustic release deck gear transducer drfted
aft and was severed by the ship's propeller. A spare transducer was installed and the
survey was continued. The release location determned by this final survey was
18°00.49'N,34°01.89'W. The release on mooring 924 and on mooring 954 were both
disabled. The ship then returned to the Southwest buoy where meteorological observations
were made every five minutes for four hours. The ship then got undeiway for the Central
mooring. While enroute to the central mooring site five shallow Cl stations were made.
Two of the five stations were conducted at the same location.
Central Mooring
The ship arved at the Central mooring buoy at 0635 UTC on 14 October 1992 at
which time meteorological observations were made every five miutes for four hours.
Figure 18 shows the Central mooring deployed in Februar 1992. The acoustic release was
fired at 1203 UTCandthe ship moved to recover the buoy. Some difficulty was
experienced in getting the buoy connected to the primar liftig line. Ths was in par due
to the thickness of the bales on the buoy. The line that went to the HIB crane to be used
to diect the buoy out away from the stem quarer was connected to the tower top ladder.
The buoy came up hard on this line and broke the rai of the ladder and as a result became
free of that tag line. Fortnately the buoy was far enough aft at that point that it continued
to travel around behind the ship. The only damage that occurred was to the ladder. The
intermedate set of glass balls were reported on the surace 42 miutes after firing the
release. The bottom set of glass bals were sighted as they came to the surace 54 miutes
after the release was fired The remader of the recovery proeeded without any problems.
Recovery of the acoustic release occured at 1834 UTC 14 October 1992. Two glass balls
recovered from the lower cluster had imploded. Hardware recovered from the Central
moorig ,waS labelled and put aside for possible futue dynamc testin~.
The upper VMCM at 10 meters depth (VM002) was recovered with the reniants of
plastic attached to the upper horionta cross member of the cage. The upper rotor was stiff
and had pieces of plastic wound in around the hub of the propeller. The propeller was
sluggish. Plastic was also wound around the lower rotor of the 30 meter instrment
(VM023). All propeller beangs were in excellent condition and there were no broken
propeller blades. The VMCM at 750 meters (VM029) flooded durng deployment and did
not collect any data All the other VMCMs appeaed in goo condition.
The Bracker temperatue loggers recovered from the Central moorig recorded
, data for the full deployment All VA WR sensors with the exception of relative humidity
recorded data for the full deployment. Relative humdity failed prematurely on 28 May
1992. The IMET system operated from the time of deployment to 16 April 1992.
Following the moorng recovery a 2000 meter depth Cl station was conducted
along with a 3000 meter depth station in an attempt to sort out a discrepancy between water
sample salinity and Cl readgs. The ship was then positioned 5 miles to the east of the
target position. The deployment began at 0301 UTC. Figue 19 is a moorig drwing of
the Centr mooring deployed durg Darin cruise 73. The upper instrentation and
surace buoy were deployed without any problems. The anchor was dropped at 1023 UTC
15 October 1992. Following the deployment an acoustic release surey was conducted.
The results of that survey are shown in figure 20. The anchor position for the third
setting of the Central Subduction mooring (WHOI mooring number 955)
was 25°31.93'N, 28°56.52'W. The water depth at the site is 5670 meters corrected
(+65 meters correction as per the Echo Sounding Correction Tables area 18). The sound
speed for the area is 1517 meters per second. The anchor of the Centr moorig fell back
approximately 370 meters or 6.5% of the water depth.
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Figure 18. Subduction 2 Central Mooring Schematic
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Figure 19. Subduction 3 Central Mooring Schematic
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Figure 20. Subduction 3 Central Acoustic Release Survey
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Following the anchor survey the ship was positioned .25 miles from the buoy and
meterological observations were made every five minutes for four hours. The ship then got
underway for the next CTD station to the norteast. A total of 14 shallow (500 meter) CTD
stations, 2 intermediate depth (1000 meter) and 1 deep (2000 meter) CT station were
conducted while transiting to the Northwest mooring site.
The weather deteriorated on Tuesday 20 October 1992 while enoute to the
Northwest Mooring and the ship slowed to only 2 to 3 knots for a period of 48 hours.
Winds were typically 35 to 40 knots with gusts t045 knots during this time. The last three
shallow CT stations scheduled just prior to arving at the Nortwest mooring could not
be done. While waiting for the weather to improve a deep (3000 meter) CT station was
done near the mooring site. The intense four-hour long meteorological observations were
also made while waiung for the weather to improve. The first opportnity to recover the
Northwest mooring came on the morning of 23 October 92. Figure 21 is a mooring
schematic of the Northwest mooring. With winds still gusting to 30 knots and a moderate
sea the ship was maneuvered to recover the discus buoy. The release was fired at 0902
UTC and the ship moved in to pick up the buoy. Given the sea state it was diffcult to get
the lifting lines into the bales but after several attempts all lines were in place. Despite
revised plans for the buoy recovery it still sustained moderate damage. As the buoy
passed aft the solar panel crash bar got caught under the starboard quarer shelf and the
welds were broken. Fortnately the solar panel did not break free completely and was able
to be recovered. As the buoy was brought through the stem gantr the Argos antenna was
strck agaist the gantr and the 18" PVC extension was broken mid span. The V A WR
wind diection cage was also hit and broken. The glass balls and release came aboard at1352 UTC. '
Durg deployment in Februar 1992 mere was a question as to whether me 80
meter shot of wire with temperature recorders was deployed right side up or upside down.
The top of the shot was marked "80 m TOP" on recovery with hopes of being able to
distinguish where me recorders were located frm meIr marks. It would have been very
easy to idenufy whemer me shot had been deployed correctly since me 30 meter
temperature recorder was to be only one meter from the upper termnauon. However on
recovery it was found that mat 30 meter instrment had slid down to the 50 meter
instrment on mat shot, which made me determination more diffcult. This shot wil be laid
out and inspected after the cruise. '
Nine WHOI Brancker temperature recorders were recovered from the Northwest
moorig. All nine recorded reasonable data for the entie deployment. There were seven
SIO temperature recorders on the Northwest moorig and all wrote data. None of the
temperature recorders had any evidence of leakage. One of the two SIO VMCMs failed just
before the anchor was deployed in Februar 1992. The other VMCM worked for
approximately four months up unul me middle of June 1992. The ADCP wrote data to
memory but the qualty of me data could not be detenned at me tie of this wrting. The
IMT system on the buoy recorded fies up until 17 October 1992. The optical disk was
found ejected from me LOP ACS when the buoy instrument well was opened. The V A WR
faied to record data past me beginning of Apri 92.
.
There was evidence of water in me buoy instrment well when opened following
recovery. It appeared to have entered the well through me top access plate. Corrosion
products appeared below me top access pipe in the well. No more than hal an inch of
water was found on the bottom of the well after the well insert was removed for shipping.
Evidence of fish bite was seen in the sea surace temperature cables.
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Figure 21. Subduction 2 Northwest Mooring Schematic
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Due to a shortge of temperature reorders resultig from not reovering the
Southwest moorig it was necessar to use two instrments that were reovered from the
Nortwest moorig and redeploy them for the third settg. Those instrments had to be
selected on the basis of their performance durg the previous deployment and basd on the
results of a calibration check done on board ship. The data processing and instrment
prepartion were stad soon after the instrments were brought on board.
Whie the temperature reorders were prepared and the majority of the moorig
crew rested a deep C1 station was conducte. Following the CTD the ship was
positioned 4 miles downwind of the taget position in prepartion for deployment The
deployment of the upper instrentation and the discus buoy began at 1904 UTC 23
October 92. A mooring schematic for the thrd setting of the Nortwest mooring is shown
ín figure 22. One problem encountered durig deployment involved the wire-to-nylon
shot At the bottom of the rel on which the wire-to-nylon shot was wound the end of the
nylon was not terminated with a thimble. Not knowing whether the length of the shot was
corrt it was reovered and a spar wire-to-nylon shot was substituted in its place. The
spar shot had ben prepared by SIO and was therefore slightly different from the stadard
WHOI product This unexpeted delay resulted in gettig to the taget position sooner than
planed so the deployment proceeded right through to anchor drop without the need for
towing the moorig into place. The anchor was dropped at 0017 UTC 24 October 1992.
Durg the first two hours following the deployment of the upper instrmentation
and buoy, intense meteorological observations were made every five minutes. This was
, done as a tie savig measur to make up tie lost durg the inclement weather.
Following the anchor deployment and alowing tie for the anchor to reach the bottom an
additional one hour of intense meteorological observations were taen. The anchor
survey shown in figure 23 followed. The anchor position of the Subduction 3
Northwest mooring (WHOI mooring number 956) was 32°54.38'N,
33°53.58'W. The water depth atthe tie of anchor drop was 3621 meters. The
correction applied to the depth reorder reading was +14 meters (area 16/18 "Echo
Sounding Correction Tables").
Following the anchor survey the releas on the Nortwest mooring was disabled.
The ship then got underway toward the Azre. Whie enroute to the Azore 12 shallow
(500 meter), and one deep (200 meter) CT station were tan. The meteorological
watch was tenninated at 1600 UTC on 24 October 1992. The ship arved in Ponta
Delgada on Monday 26 October 92 at 0900 UTC.
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Figure 22. Subduction 3 Northwest Mooring Schematic
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Figure 23. Subduction 3 Northwest Acoustic Release Survey
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Appendix 2
SUBDUCTION 3!M SUMY
Arved Funchal, Madeira, 17 Sept 1992. The first few days were spent
unpackig, rearanging the contaners and settg up the lab van. When this was
completed the tower tops were uncased and inspected. There were no signs of
damage and al the clamps were secure. The wind modules' top cap, stem and
encoder which had ben removed and shipped separately were now reinstalled.
A cable was connected to each junction box in turn and the modules checked
for proper response using the stadard RS 485 test assembly. All modules
responded and returned reasonable values. The Norteast tower top was connected
to the Norteast LOP ACS and run for a few hours with no problems.
A relatively "clean" area was found, headings established and the tower tops
"spun" to establish compass and wind direction integrity. Agai no problems were
found.
The Norteast tower top was instaled on the buoy hull, cabling connected
and the LOP ACS instaed. Wirig was complete and secured and the buoy made
ready for loading aboard ship.
CRUISE PLA
.(For more speifc inormation pleas refer to the cruis report)
There were five buoys involved in ths tnp, four discus and one torroid.
The discus were instrented with both IMT and VA WR whie the torroid only
had a VA WR. The torroid moorig at the SW had previously faied and the tOIToid
reovered, so only the remainder of the moorig needed to be retneved.
The buoys were visited in the followig order:
, NE - SE - SW - C - NW
About 50 Cl stations were planed between the buoys and on added legs.
NORTHAST 2 RECOVEY
We arved on scene 1 October 1992. Al ARGOS il's were received via
Telonics and the buoy appeard in good physical shape.
The buoy tower top was damaged whie alongside durng the initial par of
the reovery. The wid module was banged up, the bracket bent, and the tubes
slightly separte at the connectig setion. The SWR module was ripped from its
braket and only saved from being lost by its cable. A complete solar panel/crash
bar assembly was tom off and lost
Mter the buoy was recovered, set on deck and seured, the external corns
cable was connected and the following note:
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Subduction acquisition program still running.
WN: 0, with prop spinning
BPR: Good readings
HRH: Stuck at 5%
TM: Good readings
SST: Good readings
SWR: Removed due to damage
PRC: 0
Battry: 12.45
Observed an attempted fie wrte but error message indicated disk was full.
Checked disk directory and found last fie written on 3 Sept. 1992. Due to media
incompatibilty found durg last cruse and a shortge of the correct disks, the disk
instaed at the tie was one which had been previously used.
Dateime check: Actual- 11 :04:00
LOPACS- 11:02:17
Ran buoycomm diagnostic program, WN, HRH, and PRC timed out.
No fuer diagnostics were pedonned at this time and the cable to the
sensor j-box disconnected in preparation for the tower top replacement.
Note: There were signs of fish bite on all bridle cables. No conductors
were exposed but the outer insulation was damaged in quite a few spots. More
tygon tibing and tie wraps wil be used on tued around buoy.
N.E. DATA ANALYSIS
(from optical disk)
Buoy was deployed 20 Feb. 1992, year day 51. ARGOS trsmissions
soon indicated that there were problems with quite a few of the sensors.
Extensive drop-outs for TMP, SST, and BPR. RH, PRC, and SWR seemed to
have faied completely. A review' of the optical disk data confired these problems.
SWR:
TM:
SST:
BPR:
PRC:
HRH:
WN:
Tension:
Good, data unti 27 Feb. when it quit
Good and clea unti 29 Feb. but drop-outs increasd after that. It
did trk with the VA WR very well unti the end.
Same as TMP,good comparson with VA WR, drop-outs not
considered.
Good, some noise (drop-outs) after 10 March. Drop-outs increased
dramaticaly after 31 May, but sti trackig with V AWR.
Appears N.G. from sta
Same as above.
No drop-outs unti 31 May when it failed completely. Until then it
worked well with a wind sped slightly lower than VA WR. WD
was also lower by about 10 deg.
Good data throughout. Showed launch tensions well.
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NORTHAST 3 DEPLOYMENT
Mter a problem free bum-in at WHOI, this buoy was assembled and tested
on the dock in Madeira with no problems noted. Pre-deployment checks included a
review of the disk fies'wntten since the sta to insure a fie of the proper length
was wntten each hour, a date\time check, and ~nsion cell response. VA WR and
IMET ARGOS data were alo compared and found in agreement
The Optical disk instaed is SN:00101657
The buoy was deployed 2 Oct 1992. The 4 hour intensive met penod
following the deployment showed good agreement between the hand obs, VA WR
and IMET. Tension also was responding well. (See Telonics fies IMETNE3.276
and GTSNE3.276)
BUOY TIRNAROUN
The minimwn requirements for buoy turnaround were the same for al three
buoys with additional procedures as noted.
ARGOS P1s were removed from the recovered tower tops, checked for
power output, reprogrammed with the SUB3 ID's, and cass prepared forredeployment. '
New SST modules were instaled using the new style bracket.
The Tension cell were removed, cleaned, checked (or proper operation andr wta '
Al bndle cables were checked for fish bite. ,
!MT system gel cells were checked for proper voltage and solar panels and
regulators for proper operation. '
The LOP ACS was inspeted for any signs of corrosion or physical daage.
The MEMIO board was removed and the acquisition program EPROMS replaced
with the new version. The memory back-up battnes were alo checked. A new
optical disk was insertd into the LOP ACS.
BUOY TUAROUN: N.E. to S.E.
Insertd new optical disk (sn:00101282). New progra booted OK, all
. modules reponding with believable nwnbers. All new ARGOS ID's being
reeived.
Connecte tension cell simulator at connector to cell.
Set to LOv., ARGOS output via Telonics was 27hex = 39dec = LOv.
Set to 2.0v., 4tbex = 79dec = 2.02v
Removed simulator and connecte to load cell (1;0:43844), use crowbar and C
clamp to apply load, good response.
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Connected to ext. comms cable and observed disk write. Just prior to
deployment checked fies written since sta-up. Al written and of proper length.
RECOVERY OF SUB2 SOUTHAST
Arved on scene for reovery 6 Oct. 1992
No ARGOS transmissions from IMET were received while near buoy prior
to recovery.
Drive by of buoy showed it to be fithy. Deck was black with slime/ooze,
hull very thick with growth, and the tower top coated with red dust, especialy on
the windward surfaces.
Buoy was reovered without damage and when secured on deck and the
external comms cable attached there was no response. The well was opened and
the main LOP ACS fuse was found to be blown. Replaced fuse and program began
runnig with al modules responding. Disk check showed last file was writtn 15
Sept. Al ARGOS ID's alo began tranmittg at this tie.
Date\tie check: Actual- 09:27:00
LOPACS- 09:25:40
No modules were damaged, the wind speed propeller and vane tured
freely, despite the covering of dust, and there was no indication of fishbite on any
bridle cables.
SST:
SWR:
TM:
BPR:
HRH:
WN:
PRe:
Tension:
S.E. DATA ANALYSIS
(from optical disk)
Slightly higher than VA WR but matched Brancker temp pod on
bridle.
Excellent overlay with VA WR.
Same as VA WR'
Higher than VA WR by ?
Slightly lower than VA WR, spread increasd with tie.
Dirtion was higher than VA WR from the sta but took a sudden
jump even higher on 1 Apri. Th occured concurrntly with a
weather anomaly sen on both IMET and VA WR. The wind speed
trcked VA WR sped exactly. ,
Level showed changes over course of deployment, no noise or
dropouts
Data appeas good.
Was workig well unti 13 July when the tension cell failed.
The thee modules which nee to be investigated furer ,ar humidity,
barometer and wind. With the exception of the wind it is not clear if the problem is
with the IMT or VA WR
The LOP ACS faiure due to a blown fus is at this tie not explained.
Voltage and curnt checks, espeialy of the Optical disk system, did not show any
abnonnalties. The system had run perfectly for 7 months, and had run without
glitch on deck since turnaround.
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The LOP ACS failure due to a blown fuse is at this tie not explained.
V oltage and curent checks, especially of the Optical disk system, did not show any
abnormalities. The system had run pedectly for 7 months, and had run without
glitch on deck since turnaround.
DEPLOYED AT S.E. 7 October 1992.
(Y.D.281)
4 hr post deployment check showed buoy was working properly.
Met data output via ARGOS is good and compars well with VA WR and
hand obs. (See Telonics fies IMETSE3.281 and GTSSE3.281)
TURNAROUN: S.E. TO CENl
Checked LOP ACS internal voltages and currnt draws. Inpected
connectors and components on power supply boards. No problems found which
would explain the blown fuse.
Insertd optical disk (SN 00102950) and observed disk write. Al new
modules reponded well and ARGOS data looked good.
Intaed tension cell simulator at cable connector to cell:
Set to 1.0v ARGOS output via Telonics: 1.0v
Set to 3.0v, ," : 3.02v
Removed simulator and connected to new tension cell. No load output is 0.15v.
Output increasd when load was applied.
RECOVERY OF SUB 2 CENl
Arved on scene for reovery 14 Oct. 1992. ARGOS data from this buoy
was good unti the end of day 106 (15 Apri 1992) at. which point al values went
off scale. ARGOS from the buoy when in sight, using the TSUR involved al 4
ID's, the first ID sending the default values, the other 3, O's. This seemed to var
durg the pre-reovery tie, ocasionaly only the firt ID was being reived with
bad values. Th may have ben due to it's gettg stepped on by other
transmissions.
With the buoy reovered and seured on deck, the external comms cable
was connected. There was no indication the acquisition progra was stil running
or any respons when ret. Opening the well and observng the Telebyte showed
the RD light constatly lit but the RTS and TO lights did flash on the minute as if
attmptig to commuicate.
Since there was no access to the logger via the external comm port it was
not possible to check the datetie or disk operation. '
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CENT 2 DATA ANALYSIS
(from optical disk)
The Central discus buoy was deployed 12 Feb. 1992. The last fie written
to optical disk was on 13 Aug. 1992 but the last fie containg good data was on
,16 Apri 1992. Unti then all the modules were responding and the data comparson
with the V AWR is good~ Al the modules ceasd responding at the same time
which along with the other symptoms note sems to indica~ a LOP ACS failure.
Even though this LOP ACS is not going to be redeployed for this experiment
the reason for its' failure was investigated. The symptoms exhibited, no module
response, no external comms, semed to indicate a faiure in the input/output
setion of the MEMIO board. The HCT4 hex invertr used to drive the RS 232
output being the prime suspet. When this was replaced, the subduction program
ra and the modules responded. This failure has ben observed before but only
when very long or mis-wired cables had ben connecte to the external comms port
of the LOP ACS.
Since the Telebyte 232/485 convertr is an effective buffer preventing
module failure from affecting the LOP ACS the exact reason for the faiur is at this
time unkown.
Tension readings were bad from the sta and a post recovery check showed
the cell itslf to be bad.
A clock check gave the following results:
Actu: 08:52:00
LQP ACS: 08:49: 10
DEPLOYED AT CEN 15 oc. 1992
Post deployment met ops indicated al modules workig well. (See Telonics
fùes IMTC3.289 and GTSC3.289). Tension also appeard to be functioning
properly.
TUAROUN: CENT TO N.W.
The priar concern with this buoy was the faiur of the LOP ACS. A
spar LOP ACS, havig been asembled and burnt in durg the summer, was
avaiable and instaed. Optical disk SN: 00104335 was insertd. Al modules
responded and al il's were transmittig.
A new tension cell was intaed, SN:? The tension cell simulator was
intaed with the following result
Set l.Ov ARGOS output via Telonics was 27hex=39de=L.OvSet: 3.0v " 77hex= =3.05v
Connected to tension cell. No load was 0.202v and stable. Values increasd when
a load was applied.
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RECOVERY OF SUB3 N.W.
Arved on scene for recovery 23 Oct. 1992. MGOS transmissions were
reeived and checked good dunng the pre-reovery met-obs. Seas were running 6
to 10 ft with 25 kt winds, even so the pickup and recovery went welL. The only
damage being a broken crash bar weld, a broken ARGOS antenna PVC extension
bas, and minor damage to the VA WR wind cage.
When on deck. seured and the external comms cable attached the
acquisition program was runing and al the modules were responding properly.
The battery voltage did seem low at 11.81 vdc.
Datetie check:
Actu: 08:54:00
LOPACS: 08:51:49
When a disk fie check was attmpted an error message indicatig the disk
cardge was not presnt (ejected) was returned. The well was opened at this time
and the disk was found to have been ejected. The disk was reintaed without
problem and a fie check indicated the last file wnttn was 17 Oct 1992 or just 6
days before reovery.
The low battry voltage leads to the suspicion it may be to blame for the
ejection. A review of the SWR readings pnor to the faiure however don 't indicate
any prolonged penods of attenuated sUlinght which would have afected the battery
charging solar panels. .
It did appear that water had reently entere the buoy well'since al sudaces '
were moist and some signs of early corrosion were visible.
SUB 2 N.W. DATA ANALYSIS
Al IMT modules appead to function well. Data recorded unti the disk.
ejection appes good, without drop-outs or nois. The VA WR had faied earlier so
data intercompanson is not possible for ths buoy.
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Appendix 3 Subduction VMCMs
Instrment No. Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3
1 C-15OO
2 C-1O
3 C-35OO
7 SE-30
8 C-L 10
9 C-L 10 NE-150* C-150*
10 SE-30
11 C-35OO NE-2oo* C-15OO*
12 C-70 NE-50
13 C-70
14 NE-70 NW -150
15 C-750 NE-150
16 C-2OO NE-2oo
17 C-3OO
18 NE-2oo C-30
19 C-90
20 C-50
21 NE..30 NE-30
22 NE-90 SE-30
23 C-30
24 C-50 C-50
25 C-200
26 C-150
27 NE-30 ' , C-310
28 NE-150 C-90
29 C-750
30 NE-110 C-70
31 C-31O
32 NE-70 ' C-1O
33 C-30 NE-70
34 C-15OO NE- 10 C-2OO
35 C-1O NE-110 C-300
36 NE-50 C-750
37 C-150 NE-90
38 C-90 NE- 10
39 NE-50 C-L 10
41 NE-I0 NE-11 0
45 NE-90 C-3500
SVM-Ol SW - 10
SVM-02 SW -90 SW - 10
SVM-03 SE- 10 NW -200
SVM-Q4 SW - 10 SW -11 0
SVM-05 SW -11 0
SVM-Q6 SW-50 SE- 10
SVM-07 SW-30 SW-50
SVM-08 SW-50
SVM-09 NW -150
SVM- 10 NW -200
SVM-ll NW -150 SW -150
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Instrment No. Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3
SVM-13 SW-200 SW-90
SVM-14 SW -90
SVM-15 SW -70
SVM-16 SE-50 SW-30
SVM-17 SE-50
SVM-18 SW-200
SVM-19 SW-200
SVM-20 SW -150 SE-50
SVM-21 NW -200
SVM-22 SW-70 SW-30
SVM-23 SW-70
SVM-24 SW-150
* = Reused stig from previous deployment
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Appendix 4 Subduction Brancker Temperature Recorders
Instrment No. Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3
S-2418 SE-150 SE-70
S-2420 NW -750 SE-1 10
S-2421 NW -300 ' SW -130
S-2422 SE-4oo SE-1oo
S-2423 SE-4oo
S-2424 SE-2oo SE-130
S-2425 SE-1 10 SE-3oo
S-2426 SE-750 NE-750
S-2427 SW-130 NE-15oo
S-2428 SE-90
S-2429 SW-750
S-2430 SW -400
S-2431 NW -400
S-2432 SE-130 SW..60
S-2433 SE-3oo SE-2oo
S-2434 NW -130 SE-750
S-2435 SW -300 SW -300
S-2436 SW-750 SE-80
S-2437 SW -400 SE-150
2533 C-4OO NW -90
2534 C-80
2535 NW-110
2536 NW -90
2537 C-loo NW-70
.2538 C-130
2539 NE-60 SW -80
2540 NW-loo
2541 C-60 NW-59
2542 NE-80 SW-580
3258 NW-loo SW-15oo
3259 SE-15oo NE-80
S-3260 NW -80 NE-3oo NW -300
S-3261 NW -90 SE-80
3262 NW -60 C-580 NW-1
3263 SW -80
3265' NE-80 NE-130 C-1OO
3268 NE-580
3269 NE-130 NW-80
S-3270 SE-80
3271 C-580 SE-15oo
'3272 NW-580
3273 NW-15oo
3274 NE-60 NW-30 NW-ioo
S-3275 SE-750
S-3276 NW -300
S-3277 NW-i1O NW -400
3279 SW -80 SE-60 C-L
3280 C-130 NE-loo C-130
S-3281 NE-15oo
S-3282 SE-70 NW -750
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Instrment No. Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3
3283 C-4OO NE-l
S-3284 SE-loo NW-15oo
S-3285 NW-lO SW -60
3286 NE-750
3287 SW-15OO
3288 NE-loo NW -50
3289 C-3OO
3290 SE-580
3291 SW -100
S-3292 SW-750
3293 NE-15oo
S-3294 NW-,50' SE-130
S-3295 SW -400
3296 C-loo NW -60
3297 SE-60 SW-l
S- 3298 SE-90 NE-580
3299 SW-580
3300 NE-3oo
S- 3302 NE-4oo
3303 SW - 100 SE-580 C-60
S-3304 NW -1500
3305 NE-4oo SE-l
S-3306 NW-lO
S-3307 NW -580
3308 C-80,
3309 C-60 NW-70 NW-l11
S-33 10 SW -130
S-3311 NE-580
S-3312 SE-4oo
S-3313 NW-70 NW -130
S-3314 SW -60 NW -400
S-3315 NW -30
S-3316 NW-580
3341 SW-580 SE-15oo NW -30
S-3378 NE-750
3506 C-L
3507 NE-l
3508 NW-l
3662 C-580
3665 SW-l NW -80
3704 SE-l
S-3706 SE-90
S-3707 SE-70
S-3708 SE-2oo NW -750
S-3709 NW-IO
S-37 10 SE-ll0 NW -130
S-3711 NE-4oo
S-3712 SE-3oo
S-3713 SW-3oo
S-3714 SW-loo
S-3715 SE-150
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Instrment No. Sub 1
4481
4482
4483
4485
4487
4488
4489
4490
4491
4492
4493
Sub 2 Sub 3
SE-60
NE-130
SW-1500
NE-100
SW-100
NE-60
C-80
SE-580
C-400
NW-50
NE-300
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Appendix 5
Description of ALACE micro-temperature profier
Time duration of microstrctue data sets have generally been confned by the
scientist's tolerance for staying at sea and by the funding agent's ability to pay for ship
time. By perhaps mutual agrement (n) ths seems to reach a maxum period of about I
month. Microstrcture data sets spaning a long tie period have been lackig. This
leaves a void in understading the cliatic varabilty of dissipation. The ALACE micro-
temperature profùer (ALACE-mT) is an effort to alleviate ths problem.
Basd on the stadad ALACE design, the ALACE-mT has ben modified by
adding two micro-temperature probes and a 200 mb hard disk. By using two probes, a
cross-check can be performed on sensor health, along with some analysis of horizontal
corrlation of microstrcture. It alo increas the odds of having at least one probe
survive a long deployment The intrment profùes once every programmed time period.
The cycle consists of the following steps: Oil is pumped into the external bladder, causing
ALACE to rise. Enough tie is aloted to ensure ALACE is at the surface. The bladder is
then emptied. Micro-temperatu data is recorded on descent and recorded to hard disk.
The bladder is then paraly filled, such that ALACE's neutr depth is approximately
300m. The instrent remais at ths depth unti it is tie to perform the next profùe.
Afr a set number of cycles, ALACE-mT remai on the surace, transmittg to the Argos
satellte system. The instrent is recovered by using the rough location provided from
Argos, followed by a dition finder tuned to the Argos frequency.
For Subduction 3, ALACE-mT has ben programmed to perform 200 profùes,
one every 1.22 days, yielding a 244 day tota deployment. Given that it was deployed 14
Oct. 92, it should sta tranmittg to Argos on 15 June 93. For each profùe, data is
reorded for 130 min. Decent rate should var betwèen 5-9 crns, corrsponding to a
profie depth in excess of 500. Data from both probes ar reòrded at 30 Hz rate.
Presur is also sampled at 30 Hz, with 1 second averages recorded.
Intrent Description
The temperatu probes and front-end electronics ar manufacturd by Sea-Bird
Electronics (SBE). The temperature probe consists of a fast time-respons thermistor
(F07). Its output is high-pass fitered on the SBE analog board, and then sampled by a
16-bit ald. The aid board is controlled by a TatteTale 6 computer with 1 Mb memory. At
the end of each profie the data is writtn to hard disk. To supply the extr power reuired,
th lithum 30 A-h battery packs are used in parel In cas of a malunction causing
low battry voltage, the intrent wil go into a low-power state for the, remaider of the
deployment, and then switch in a spare battry pack for final pumping of the bladder plus
Argos trsmission. Battries should alow for 90 days of Argos transmission at the end
of the deployment. To accomodate the added electronics and batteries, the stadard
ALCE presur cas has ben strtched 30 cm, for a tota length of 113 cm and in-aiweight of 33 Kg. '
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Appendix 6
XBT Data
,. Two hundred and one XBTs were deployed dunng Daiin-73. The T-7 probes
were purchasd from Sippican Inc. of Manon,Massachusett. The XBT data were logged
on a NEC APC IV which had a Spar of Canada Ltd. data acquisition microprocessor
card instaed. The digita data was simultaeously logged in memory and plottd on the
screen.
Figure A6-1(a though aa) shows the XBT profies in groups of ten. Table A6-1
contans the positions and time of the XBTs. Figure A6-2 shows the positions of the
XBTs.
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Figure A6-2a Overplot of XBT Profies 48-49
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Figure A6-2b Overplot of XBT Profies 50-59
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Figure A6-2c Overplot of XBT Profies 60-69
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Figure A6-2d Overplot of XBT Profies 70-79
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Figure A6-2e Overplot of XBT Profies 80-89
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Figure A6-2f Overplot of XBT Profies 90-99
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Figure A6-2g Overplot of XBT Profies 100-109
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Figure A6-2h Overplot of XBT Profies 110-119
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Figure A6-2i Overplot of XBT Profies 120-129
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Figure A6-2j Overplot of XBT Profies 130-139
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Figure A6-2k Overplot of XBT Profies 140-149
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Figure A6-21 Ove..plot of XBT Profies 150-159
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Figure A6-2m Overplot of XBT Profies 160-169
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Figure A6-2n Overplot of XBT Profies 170-179
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Figure A6-20 Overplot of XBT Profies 180-189
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Figure A6-2p Overplot of XBT Profies 190-199
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Figure A6-2q Overplot of XBT Profies 200-201
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Table A6-1 Darwin 73 XBT positions
No. Date Time Latitude Longitude
day/mo/yr (UTe) (N) (W)
48 06/1 0/92 09:45 1847.58 21 54.57
49 06/10/92 10:01 18 44.47 21 54.75
50 06/1 0/92 11:00 18 32.89 21 56.44
51 06/1 0/92 12:05 1820.09 21 57.87
52 08/10/92 19:05 17 57.73 22 07.23
53 08/10/92 20:01 1757.92 22 20.94
54 08/1 0/92 21:00 17 58.05 2232.16
55 08/10/92 22:02 17 58.25 2245.02
56 08/1 0/92 23:02 17 58.54 2257.67
57 08/1 0/92 00:04 17 58.83 23 10.31
58 08/1 0/92 01:03 17 59.20 23 22.55
59 08/1 0/92 02:12 17 59.77 23 35.73
61 08/10/92 06:04 1800.17 24 13.82
62 ,08/10/92 07:03 1800.11 24 26.56
63 08/1 0/92 08:01 1800.17 2439.33
64 08/1 0/92 09:02 17 59.91 2451.79
65 08/1 0/92 10:04 18 00.00 2404.75.
66 08/1 0/92 11:04 17 59.89 25 15.73
67 08/1 0/92 12:04 17 59.90 2529.71
68 08/10/92 13:05 1800.12 25 42.40
69 08/10/92 16:04 17 50.72 26 06.35
70 09/10/92 17:03 17 59.87 26 18.80
71 09/1 0/92 18:03 18 00:00 2631.10
72 09/10/92 19:03 18 00:56 26 43.44
73 09/10/92 20:01 18 00.07 2655.70
74 09/10/92 21:04 I759.95 27 08.41
75 09/10/92 22:03 1800.15 27 21.04
'76 09/10/92 22:59 1800.10 27 33.51
77 09/10/92 00:00 17 59.88 27 45.83
78 09/10/92 04:04 17 59.99 28 24.95
79 09/10/92 05:00 17 59.81 28 36.66
80 09/10/92 06:01 1800.16 2849.39
81 09/1 0/92 07:02 1800.09 2901.81
82 09/10/92 08:01 17 59.98 29 14.02
83 09/10/92 09:00 18 00.05 29 26.20
84 09/1 0/92 10:02 17 59.85 29 39.04
85 09/1 0/92 11:00 1800.04 29 51.54
86 09/10/92 13:02 17 59.83 30 05.80
87 09/10/92 14:02 1800.18 30 18.41
88 09/10/92 14:06 1800.18 30 18.41
89 09/1 0/92 15:05 17 59.87 30 31.20
90 09/10/92 16:01 18 00.09 30 44.03
91 10/10/92 17:01 1800.10 30 56.99
92 10/10/92 18:00 18 00.00 31 09.93
93 10/10/92 19:03 17 59.92 31 33.50
94 10/1 0/92 20:01 18 00.05 31 35.21
95 10/1 0/92 21:00 1800.10 31 48.09
96 10/10/92 00:02 1800.00 32 15.60
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97 1011 0/92 01:01 17 59.99 32 27.54
98 10/10/92 01:06 17 59.99 32 27.54
99 1011 0/92 02:07 1759.91 3241.76
100 10/10/92 03:03 1800.10 32 53.67
101 10/1 0/92 04:02 17 59.90 33 06.09
102 10/10/92 05:01 1800.04 33 18.82
103 10/10/92 06:01 1759.99 3331.75
104 10/10/92 07:02 1800.10 3344.74
105 12/10/92 07:02 1827.81 33 40.45
106 12/10/92 08:01 1837.47 3334.16
107 12/10/92 09:00 18 47.35 3327.62
108 12/10/92 10:03 1853.92 33 23.83
109 12/10/92 11:01 1902.85 33 17.70
110 12/10/92 12:03 19 12.74 33 11.26
111 12/10/92 13:03 19 22.52 33 04.79
112 12/10/92 16:02 1937.67 32 54.88
113 13/10/92 17:04 1947.64 3248.18
114 13/10/92 18:04 1957.64 3241.73
115 13/10/92 19:04 2007.86 32 35.50
116 13/10/92 20:00 20 16.57 32 28.79
117 13/10/92 21:02 2026.80 3222.10
118 13/10/92 22:03 20 36.50 32 15.78
119 13/10/92 23:02 20 46.05 3209.51
120 13/10/92 00:04 20 56.29 32 02.42
121 13/10/92 03:05 2117.07 3148.54
'122 13/10/92 04:03 21 27.20 3141.89
123 13/10/92 05:05 2137.36 31 35.34
124 13/10/92 06:04 2147.31 31 28.83
, 125 13/10/92 07:05 2157.21 31 21.56
126 13/10/92 08:01 22 06.82 3115.19 '
127 13/10/92 09:01 2216.81 31 08.62
128 13/1 0/92 10:01 22 26.88 3102.10
129 13/10/92 12:04 22 38.54 30 54.35
130 13/10/92 13:02 22 48.36 30 47.66
131 13/10/92 14:03 2258.43 3041.07
132 13/10/92 15:05 2309.02 3033.77
133 13/10/92 16:04 23 19.74 3027.10
134 14/10/92 17:04 2329.77 30 20.33
135 14/10/92 18:04 2339.90 30 13.40
137 14/10/92 19:04 2349.53 30 06.53
137 14/10/92 22:02 2409.35 29 53.49
138 14/10/92 23:00 2418.98 29 47.01
139 14/10/92 00:07 24 29.59 29 39.63
140 14/10/92 01:06 2439.13 29 33.30
141 14/1 0/92 02:03 2444.40 29 29.90
142 14/10/92 03:05 2459.56 29 19.62
143 14/10/92 04:04 2509.37 29 12.75
144 16/10/92 20:04 25 57.37 2834.51
145 16/1 0/92 21:03 2606.59 2826.91
146 16/10/92 00:04 26 23.58 28 12.19
147 16/10/92 01:06 2633.03 2804.11
148 16/10/92 02:06 2641.90 27 56.03
149 16/10/92 '03:04 26 50.52 27 48.57
150 16/10/92 06:05 27 08.84 2732.15
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151 16/10/92 07:05 27 17.68 27 23.80
152 16/1 0/92 08:02 2726.66 27 16.42
154 16/10/92 12:07 27 55.80 2650.74
155 16/1 0/92 13:05 28 04.77 2642.62
156 16/10/92 14:08 28 13.18 2633.91
157 16/10/92 15:06 28 22.99 26 25.65
158 17/10/92 18:06 28 42.08 2608.92
159 17110/92 19:07 28 56.06 2601.10
160 17/10/92 20:04 2859.80 25 53.60
161 17/10/92 21:03 29 08.36 25 45.55
162 17/10/92 00:04 29 27.32 2529.26
163 17/10/92 01:04 2936.41 2521.24
164 17/10/92 02:06 29 46.05 25 12.39
165 17/10/92 07:05 2957.80 25 18.03
166 17/10/92 08:04 29 56.92 2530.15
167 17/10/92 12:05 2953.16 2607.95
168 17/10/92 13:05 29 52.05 26 19.55
169 17/10/92 14:04 29 50.91 26 30.83
170 17/10/92 15:04 29 49.49 2641.59
171 17/10/92 16:05 29 48.60 26 52.97
172 18/10/92 19:05 29 46.33 27 15.63
173 18/1 0/92 20:04 29 45.29 27 27.33
174 18/10/92 21:04 29 44.06 27 39.93
175 18/10/92 22:04 29 42.97 27 52.77
176 18/10/92 01:04 29 40.19 28 18.71 '
178 18/10/92 03:07 29 37.63 28 43.87
179 18/10/92 08:04 29 34.12 29 23.58
180 18/1 0/92 09:04 29 33.63 29 32.31
181 18/10/92 10:04 29 32.45 2941.16
182 18/10/92 11:04 2939.29 ' 2949.96
183 18/10/92 12:04 29 30.24 29 59.52
184 18/10/92 15:06 29 27.96 . 3018.26
186 18/10/92 16:10 2926.87 30 29.88
187 19/10/92 17:07 2925.72 30 41.56
187 19/10/92 18:05 29 24.14 30 53.36
188 19/10/92 19:06 29 23.58 31 04.73
189 19/10/92 20:02 2922.43 3115.63
190 19/10/92 23:05 29 20.11 3139.91
191 19/10/92 00:09 29 18.79 3152.06
192 19/10/92 01:06 29 17.71 32 03.88
193 19/10/92 02:06 29 16.54 32 15.74
194 19/10/92 03:05 29 15.23 3227.85
195 19/10/92 04:06 29 14.00 32 39.85
196 19/10/92 05:07 29 12.67 3252.18
197 19/10/92 07:06 29 11.20 33 05.95
198 19/10/92 08:05 29 10.28 33 18.24
199 19/10/92 09:05 2909.02 3331.01
200 19/10/92 10:05 2907.72 33 43.43
201 19/10/92 11:05 29 06.36 3356.17
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Appendix 7:
VMCM condition immediately following recovery.
Subduction 2
WHOI VMCMs
Northeast (Mooring 927)
VMCM 034
both props spinning,
a litte more play in upper propeller than in lower propeller,
one or two goose baracles on propeller hub of both lower and upper prop,
no blades broken,
aqua lube washed away from upper end cap
antifouling around hubs washed away
VMCM 027
both props sping
antifoulg looks good
lower propeller bearngs feels good
upper propeller beargs feel good
no broken blades
no goose baracles evident
Some evidence of blade nicking the sting
VMCM 036
both hubs spinng
upper and lower beargs feel good
upper bearg has a litte more play than lower bearng but not excessive
Some evidence of blade nickig the stig
VMCM 014
both rotors spinng
antioulg pait looks ok
beargs of both upper and lower props feel fine
antifoulg pait on the blade near the hub is in most cass gone. Possibly due to blade
flexig and then antiouling pait chipping away
Stig shows slight evidence of nickig by the propeller blade
No goose baracles
VMCM 045
both hubs sping
antioulg looks good
no broken blades
Some evidence of blades nickig stig
antioulg pait on blade nea hub not as worn away as on shalower instrents
VMCM 035
both hubs spinng
antioulg looks good
missing pait nea hub of propeller blade more evident th on VM 045
propeller beg in good condition
No evidence of nicking of sting
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VMCM 009
both rotors spinng
antifouling pait looks good
pai in hub area still present on blade
VMQ.10ll
both rotors spinng
anifouling looks good
Southeast (Moocing 925
Net on Bridle leg
VMOio
Upper rotor spirug
Lower rotor spig
At root of blade see evidence of flexig since no antiouling pait
Dead goose baracle on uppe rotor, not blockig anyting
goose baracle on lower rotor
goose baracle on hub
Antioulig pait worn away in pathes
Bot cage anodes completly gone
Aqua lube on top endcap neary completely gone
Sti anoulig pait gone
No broken blades
Beas feel good
SIO intrment (seeSIO notes that falow)
beags wobbley
no broken blades
an fouli pai wor off cae
maed differen~e in bea qualty
anifoul pait worn off blaes nea the hub
propeler a litte sluggish
Southwest (Mooring 924)
Not reover
Central (M ooring 926)
VMCM 002
Pros not sping intially on recovei
Plasc maer hagi frm to horiont member of cage
Lower prp spun in wind
Upper rotor stif, has pieces of plastic imbedded in beh propeller
Lower rotor a litte st but free to sp
Propeler bemigs feel goöd
Antiou pat misin from root of blade nea hub
Gooseneck baracles on endcap of inment
Slie on cae rods and st
Thee gooseneck baracles on inde of lower rotor propeller
One gooseneck barcle on upper roto '
Anodes on cage 50% gone
Photos taen
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Vlvl eM 023
Top rotor spinng in wind
Beags in good condition
No broken blades
Lower rotor has shredded plastic material in behind hub
Antioulig intact
Not much. antifouling on sting
Upper rotor free to spin
Lower rotor will spin but stiff
Anode at top of cage 50% gone anode on bottom of cae 70 -80% gone Photos taken
VMCM 020
Upper and lower rotors spinng in wind
no broken blades
beags in good condition
Antioulig pat mising from root of blade nea hub
No goose baracles
Antioulig pait misig from stig
Top anode 30% gone and 60% gone on bottom
Slie on cage rods and stig
VMCM 013
Upper and lower rotors sping freely
Considerably less sle on th inent
Beags feel good on both upper and lower rotor
Antiouli pai not gone nea root of propeller
Anode 20% gone at top, 50% gone at bottm ,
No broken blades
No gooseneck barnacles
, No nick evidence
VMCM 019
Upper and lower rotors sping
Antioulig pat look good
Beas feel in good condition
No broken bladesNo nicki on st frm blades ,
Anouli pait misi from root of blade near hub of both upper and lower rotor
Anodes in good condition
VMCM 008
Upper and lower rotor spin freely
Beag in good condition
No brokei blades
Lower rotor does not show the flexg as much as the upper rotor
Anou pai looks ok
Anodes pret wel shot
Sliht evidence of nick on st, mostly on lower par of st
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VMCM 026
Upper and lower rotors spünng
Beags feel good
Root of blade mising antifouling paint
No obvious evidence of nickig
antioulg pait intact
anodes on cage bottm is 50% gone
VMCM 025
Upper and lower rotor spinng
antioulg pait intat
No broken blades
Beags feel good
Antiouling pat mising from root of blade nea hub
No obvious signs of nicki
Anodes at bottom is 50% gone
VMCM017
Upp,er ~d lo,,er rotor sping
antioul pailooks good
bea in good conditi~n
no broken blades
Signs of nickig on lower par of sting
VMCM 031
Upper and lower rotors sping
No broken blades
Beas in good condition
, Cage has sliht bend in one of the longinidal member
VMCM 029
Beas in good condition
No broken blades "
Pai missig from the to hub
Litte bit of anifouli paint rissig from root of blades nea hub
Anode on top of cae completely gone and botm anode also pret well gone
VMCM 001
Upper and lower rotor spin freely
No broken blades
Beags feel good
No evdenæ of nicki
Anou pa look good
Anoul pai nea root of blade somewhat gone.
Anode on bottom of cage is black and nealy gone, top anode completely gone.
Anodes on instrent itel ar in fie shape
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VM CM 003
Upper and lower rotors spinng
Noo growth
No broken blades
Beags feel good
No missi antifouling paint
Anode at top of cage is nearly completely gone one at bottom is about 50% gone
Northwest (Mooring 928)
No WHO I VMCMs
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Appendix 8
Discus buoy recovery and deployment on RRS. Darwin.
W.Ostrom
1119/92
Recovery operations
Personnel reuired:
1- deck supeivisor
1- pickup pole person
2 - aiugger person
3 - line handlers
1 - trwl winch operator
Speial Deck Gea and Lines:
1 - 35 ft. x 1 112" dia. nylon pennant with hard eyes on both ends
2 - 13 ft "Lift Al" pickup hooks
2 - 13 ft. alumum pickup poles
2 - Ingersal Rand 1200 lb. lie pull aiggers with 100 ft. x 114" cable
2 - 75 ft. xl" dia. 2 and 1 Samson deck lies
1 - 75ft. 1 112" dacron bul rope
2 - 3/4" chai grabs
3 - 1 112 ton Renfro snap hooks
1 - W.H.O.I. 500 lb. line pull - portble capstan
1 - trwl winch with minimum litig caps. of 1~~ Ibs.1 - ship's A-frame '
4 - voice actuted radios
2 - large thouted trawl blocks
Stadard UOP discus buoy recovenes usually involve the ship's crane to lift the
buoy up and over the port or staboard raiL. Since the RRS Darin's crane did not having
the lig capacity needed to raise the discus and attched moonng components out of the
water, the ship's A-frame was used instead in conjunction with the ship's trawl winch and
cable.
Following the moonng's release from the sea bottom the discus buoy was initialy
hooked a-midships under the starboard gantr. Two lines were used, first a Lift All
pennant with a 75 it. tag line attached waS hooked into a bai of opportunity on the discus
tower. This line was used to hold and onent the discus hull so that a second Lift All
pennant could be hooked into the mai litig bai on the discus deck. The second Lift Al
pennant or haulg lie was shackled to a 35 ft. x 1112" nylon lie, and finally to the ship's
trawl wire. Ths 35 ft. nylon line gave the pickup pole man greater maneuverabilty while
hookig the buoy than if the trawl wire was shackled directly into the Lift All pennant.
Pnor to hookig the buoy the haulig line was reeved up though the ship's trawl block
located in the center of the stern A-frame and passed outboard along the staboard raiL.
Three line handlers positioned down along the starboard rail had the responsibilty of
tending the haulig lie and its 75 ft. tag line as the buoy dnfted aft (figure A-8.;1).
The moonng supeivisor, trawl winch operator and the 2 air tugger operators used
voice activated radios (V AC) to communicate to one another dunng the discus lit. These
radios proved to be valuable in direting smal adjustments in the buoy's position as it was
raid on board.
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Figure AS-I. Darwin deck layout during buoy recovery with initial
connections to the buoy.
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Positioning the ship w.hile the discus was being hooked and tended around the
stem of the ship was critical in preventing the discus from being crushed under the
Darwin's overhanging transom. The initial approach required the ship to steam forward
with the wind slightly on the port bow, to allow the ship's windage to shift to staboard
towards the buoy. Once the discus was hooked and stopped off the ship used its bow
thruster to port to allow the windage to shift to the staboard side causing the ship to drift
downwind away from the dis~us. ' The tag line and hauling line were eased off allowing
the discusto drft 10 to 15 ft. outboard from the raiL. The ship at ths tie steamed slowly
forward. The hauling line and 75 ft. tag line were handled aft as the discus moved down
around to the stem only to keep the buoy hull from rotating. The mooring supervisor,
using his V AC, instrcted the trawl winch operator to set the tae up the hauling line as the
discus tended aft
With the A- frame fully extended outboard and discus clear around the stern the
hauling wire was taen in raising the buoy so that its bridle was clear of the water. The A-
frame was than brought inboard to allow the 2 air tugger's cables, located on the port and
staboard stern cap rail to be hooked into the discus tower bais on either side of the mai
lifting bail and tension taen up. W.H.O.I. pickup poles were used in hooking these bails.
These tugger lines were used to center the buoy in the A-frame and prevent any swing as
the buoy was brought inboard (figure A8-2). The discus was lifted so that 1 meter of 3/4"
chai was. exposed above the deck. The A-frame was then brought inboard bringing the
3/4" chai up against the transom. A 3/4" chain grab shackled to a 1 112" dia. bull rope
was than hooked .5 meter from the apex of the buoy's bridle into the chain. Ths line was
then passed around the portble capsta and tension was taen up. The mooring tension
was then transfered to the capstan and the buoy pulled inboard allowíng the buoy bridle
to tend inboard and the tower outboard. ,The buoy and mooring chain were hauled
inboard far enough to allow the buoy hull to be lowered just inboard of the deck transom.
Once the buoy had been lowered to the dek and wooden wedges put in place, the capstan
lie was hauled up unti the shackle connection between the bridle and the 3/4" chai went
slack. The capstan line was then cleated to the deck (figure A8-3). The shackle connection
at the bridle was than removed. The discus, now fre from the mooring, was shited out of
the moorig recovery area using the staboard Il crane. The buoy was then secured to
the deck.
The Lebus winch tag lie was than reved thru the port side inboard A-frame block
and shackled to the bittr end of the 3/4" chai. The Lebus then began to tae up tension on
the chai and the capsta line was slowly paid out. The capsta line was removed once the
fu moorig tension came onto the Lebus tag line. The remainder of the mooring was than
reovered using the stadard Buoy Group recovery tehniques (Heinmiler 1976).
Deployment Operations
Deployment operations on the Darin involved a 2 phase operation; Phase 1,
intrentation lowerig and phas 2, discus deployment.
Phase 1 began by first, lowerig the 40 meter VMCM over the stem of the ship
using the trwl wir rigged thru the A-frae central block. Attached to the VMCM's cage
bottom was the next lower shot of moorig wire rope. Ths section of wire rope ran back
to the Lebus moorig winch. A line handler positioned on the aft port quarr tended this
shot of wi to keep the catenar from the VMCM up. to the ship as small as possible so as
tb prevent any twistig or foulig of the wire. Connected to the top of the 40 meter VMCM
was the next upper shot of wire rope. This shot of wire was than shackled to the trawl
wire. The trwl wich hauled up the upper shot of wire shackled to the instrent so that it
, hung vertcaly, just clear of the deck. The A-frame was positioned slightly outboard and,
the trawl winch paid out slowly in conjunction with the Lebus so that the VMCM was
lowered over the transom. The trawl winch stopped paying out when the wire shot's
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Figure A8-2. Darwin deck layout while preparing to lift the buoy out of the
water. Positioning under the A-Frame and tag line placement.
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Figure AS-3. Darwin deck layout with buoy on deck and hauling back on
the mooring.
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upper termination was approximately 2 meters above the deck. The upper wire shot was
than stopped off to the deck, and the trawl winch wire removed. The next shallow VMCM
was then shackled to the stopped off end of wire rope. The wire shot above this instrment
was then shackled to its top and the bittr end of the wire shackled to the trawl winch cable.
The trwl winch hauled up the mooring wire and VMCM until vertcal and then payed out
lowerig the assembly over the ~tem. Tls procedure was repeate up to the last upper
shot before the buoy. The last shot, a 6.5 meters of 3/4" chain, was hooked i meter from
its top end, using a 3/4" chai grab connected to a bull line run back to the portable capsta.
The capstan applied tension to the bull rope /3/4" chain and the trawl wire was removed.
The capsta then hauled the mooring string hung over the stem inboard across the deck 13
ft. and was stopped off. The 13 ft. distance from the transom inboard was the minimum
length needed to position the buoy hull in the A-frame and keep the first VMCM from
coming up over the stern. Phase 2 involved the shifting of the discus hull into the
center of the A-frame and deployment into the water. The discus was raised from it's
stowage area along the starboard rail using the staboard HIAB crane, and positioned so
that the apex of the buoy bridle could be shackled to the loose end of the stopped off 3/4"
chain.
The discus was then rigged with three mooring slip lines. These included one 30
ft. and two 75 ft. 3/4" nylon lines. The 30 ft. slip lie was rigged thru a bridle pear ring
and stopped off to a deck cleat, positioned forward 2 meters from the end of the bridle.
This line was used to control the forward to aft swing of the buoy. The 75 ft. slip lines
were passed th the buoy deck bails, located on either side of the mai lifting bail and back
to cleats on the port and staboard aft. cap raiL. These lines were used to keep the buoy's
port to staboard roll in check.
The trawl wire was at this time passed up thru the center A-frame block and its
, bitter end shackled to a 4 ton quick releas hook. The quick release hook was then attached
to the mai lifting bai. Once tension was taen up by the trwl winch the HI crane
was unooked from the discus. Approxiately 3 meters above the quick release hook, a
. 45 ft. tag 'lie was tied to the trwl wire to be used to assistin pullng the wire away from
the buoy tower when the disus was finaly deployed.
The deck stopper holding the mooring was then paid out transferrng the mooring
tension to the buoy bridle. With the A-frame positioned slightly outboard, the trawl winch
lited the buoy .5 meter off the deck. The A-frae swung outboard with the thre slip lines
keeping check on the buoy. Once the buoy's bridle had passed over the transom and
lowered 1 meter over the stern of the ship, the bridle slip line was removed. The port and
starboard slip lines were paid out slowly keeping the buoy hull centered over the A-frame
block as the A-frame shited outboard. The moorig wire, which had been handled on the
af port quarr, was than cast off over the transom to allow the mooring wire to run
unobstrcted back to the Lebus. With the A-frame extended outboard the buoy was
lowered into the sea. The moment the quick release hook/trawl wire went slack the
releas hook man puled the trp line tied to the hook, releasing the buoy. The releas hook
and tag lie tied to the trawl wire were pulled forward, clear of the buoy. The port and
staboard slip lines were paid out and cleared last. These lines maintained the proper
orientation for the quick releas hook, to be releasd from the main liftig baiL. As soon as
the buoy was releasd the ship was instrcted to put a minimal amount of weigh on so as to
get the buoy away from the stern of the ship. The buoy then moved aft with
approxiately 80 meters of wire out. After the ship's sped had stabilzed the mooring wire
rug back up to the Lebus was then hauled in slowly up to the next instrment location
below the 40 meter VMCM. The mooring deployment from this point continued in the
stadad Buoy Group tehnique, (Heinmiler 1976), to the anchor launch.
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Appendix 9
CTD Station Summary
RRS Charles Darwin Cruise #73
STA em DAMOYR STRT END LAT LONG DEEP CAL
1 10 30 9 92 1239 1440 32 35.75 17 29.58 3000.C05
2 10 30 9 92 2153 2239 3243.81 19 00.32 500 .C05
3 10 1 10 92 0608 0650 3250.94 20 30.00 500 .C05
4 10 2 10 92 0339 0421 33 02.22 21 58.79 500 .C05
5 10 3 10 92 0228 0308 31 59.97 21 33.89 500 .C05
6 10 3 10 92 0850 0927 30 59.99 21 07.08 500 .C05
7 10 3 10 92 1634 1705 29 45.03 20 35.01 500 .C05
8 10 3 10 92 2104 2145 28 59.98 2041.07 500 .C05
9 10 4 10 92 0252 0343 2800.01 20 49.09 1000 .C05
10 10 4 10 92 0904 0937 27 00.07 2056.15 500 .C05
11 10 4 10 92 1731 1809 25 30.07 21 07.00 500 .C05
12, 10 5 10 92 0204 0238 24 00.04 21 16.98 500 .C05
13 10 5 10 92 1036 1203 22 30.02 21 27.89 2000 .C05
14 10 5 10 92 2005 2045 21 00.00 21 39.00 500 .C05
15 10 6 10 92 0208 -9 20 00.02 21 46.05 500 .C05
16 10 6 10 92 0801 0835 19 00.00 21 52.96 500 .C05
17 10 7 10 92 ~~ 0117 18 01.09 21 57.95 2000 .C05
18 10 8 10 92 0406 044 18 00.12 23 59.94 500 .C05
19 10 8 10 92 1440 1517 ,1800.12 25 59.93 500 .C05
20 10 9 10 92 0116 0159 17 59.96 28 00.07 1000 .C05
21 10 9 10 92 1146 1225 1800.01 30 00.06 500 .C05
22 10 9 10 92 2158 2238 17 59.01 32 00.00 500 .C05
23 10 10 10 92 0543 0721 18 02.88 33 56.92 2000 .C05
124 10 10 10 92 -9 -9 1930.02 33 00.04 300 .C05
24 10 12 10 92 1357 1506 19 30.02 33 00.04 500 .C05
25 10 13 10 92 0033 0111 2059.98 32 00.02 500 .C05
26 10 13 10 92 1026 1106 2229.96 31 00.21 500 .C05
27 10 13 10 92 2009 2054 24 00.02 29 59.91 500 .C05
28 10 14 10 92 1922 2112 25 30.85 28 56.94 2000 .C05
228 10 14 10 92 2222 -9 25 29.88 28 55.55 3000 .C05
29 10 15 10 92 2204 2253 26 14.93 2819.78 500 .C05
30 10 16 10 92 0415 0453 26 59.94 27 40.33 500 ~C05
31 10 16 10 92 1007 1048 27 45.02 26 59.90 500 .C05
32 10 16 10 92 1542 1638 28 30.01 26 19.70 500 .C05
33 10 16 10 92 2149 2231 29 14.91 25 40.13 500 .C05
34 10 17 10 92 0345 0529 29 59.97 25 00.02 2000 .C05
35 10 17 10 92 1029 1112 29 54.08 25 59.84 500 .C05
36 ' 10 17 10 92 1645 1736 29 48.08 27 00.04 500 .C05
37 10 17 10 92 2233 2327 21 41.98 27 59.10 500 .C05
38 10 18 10 92 0534 0638 29 35.11 29 11.35 1000 .C05
39 10 18 10 92 1310 1359 2928.74 30 11.30 500 .C05
40 10 18 10 92 2117 2201 29 21.00 31 29.90 500 .C05
41 10 19 10 92 0550 0626 29 11.98 33 00.05 500 .COS
42 10 19 10 92 1558 1706 29 00.01 34 59.99 1000 .C05
43 10 19 10 92 2056 2139 2940.18 34 49.72 500 .C05
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44 10 20 10 92 0135 0213 30 19.90 3440.14 500 . C05
45 10 22 10 92 0822 0901 32 48.58 33 53.10 500 .C05
46 10 23 10 92 1420 1603 32 54.08 33 56.20 3000 .C05
47 10 24 10 92 0625 0701 33 18.02 33 30.05 500 .C05
48 10 24 10 92 1007 1041 33 35.90 32 59.97 500 .C05
49 10 24 10 92 1334 1409 33 54.05 32 29.93 500 .C05
50 10 24 10 92 1657 1729 34 12.00 32 00.08 500.C05
51 10 24 10 92 2025 2059 34 29.93 31 30.00 500 . C05
52 10 24 10 92 2344 0018 34 48.04 31 00.02 500 .C05
53 10 25 10 92 0309 0340 35 06.00 30 30.06 500 .C05
54 10 25 10 92 0629 0700 35 24.08 30 00.04 500 . C05
55 10 25 10 92 0947 1015 35 42.11 2929.59 500 .C05
56 10 25 10 92 1246 1327 36 00.04 29 00.01 500 . C05
57 10 25 10 92 1801 1836 3624.01 27 59.99 500 .C05
58 10 25 10 92 2320 -9 3647.90 26 59.92 500 .C05
59 10 26 10 92 0430 0558 37 11.99 25 59.99 2000 . C05
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